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Tiffanie Ma performs at the Burma benefit concert.

Club takes a STAND for Burma
ELLIE FAULKNER

STAFF WRITER
Students Take Action Now:
Darfur (STAND), the student
anti-genocide coalition, hosted
a benefit concert for the crisis in
Burma. Christian Garcia, Sarah
Healy, Tiffanie Ma and The New
Archaic performed outside Mis
sions Cafe last Friday.
"Many refugees in Burma
used music to cope with the
trauma they experienced, so that
was our inspiration to have a
concert to benefit them," fresh
man STAND member Diana Leal
said. T-shirts, wristbands, buttons
and pizza were sold to support
Burmese refugees. "STAND'S

mission is to educate, advocate,
and fundraise," Leal said.
Senior STAND member
Shane Tobin explained the situa
tion in Burma. "Ethnic minorities
live in Burma, and this leads to
lots of tension between the mi
norities and the Burmese. This
has been ongoing since colonial
times, 1883 to be exact, which
is the world's longest civil war,"
Tobin said. "The Burmese are
trying to cement themselves as
the dominant race at the expense
of the minorities. The government
is committing major human rights
violations, which include sex traf
ficking and Burmanization."

The benefit con
cert was held
to raise money
for Burmese
refugees. Stu
dents gathered
outside Missions
Cafe to enjoy
the music.

See STAND, page 2

See HAGEDORN, page 5

UN takes steps to end genocide in Sudan
USD student organizations respond
ANDRES BARRAZA

STAFF WRITER
The United Nations has taken
a crucial step towards resolving
the humanitarian crisis taking
place in Sudan's Darfur region.
President Omar Hassan al-Bashir
has been issued an arrest warrant
by the UN's International Crimi
nal Court (ICC) on charges of
war crimes against his country's
civilians.
The escalating conflict in the
nation's western region of Darfur
between non-Arab civilians and
its rebel groups against the Arabdominant government and its
allied militias has resulted in the
murder, rape, pillaging, torture

and displacement of mass quanti
ties of people.
According to The New York
Times, Bashir is being charged
with playing an "essential role" in
the militias' campaign against the
population of Darfur. Although
UN prosecutors requested the
leader be charged with genocide,
the judges responsible for the case
decided to indict Bashir on lesser
charges until further evidence of
genocide is produced.
Sudanese officials condemn
the UN's actions, calling them
"criminal" and a "colonization"
effort by the Western world.
"It is definitely a step forward
in the fight against genocide in
Darfur," Alexandria Nylen said,

After a courageous 18
month battle with leukemia,
USD men's tennis coach Tom
Hagedorn,
passed away
last Saturday
morning at 43
years old. His
wife, Melissa,
and
sister,
Sandy,
were
by his side.
USD ATHLETICS
Hagedorn
coached for 11 seasons at USD
where he led the Toreros to four
straightNCAAappearancesfrom
2003 to 2006 and 10 straight
winning seasons. Overall, he
led the Toreros to 141 victories
with a winning percentage of 57
percent.
Besides establishing a win
ning environment, Hagedorn's
upbeat personality and persis
tence continually inspired the
USD community.
"Tom represented the best
of USD. His respect and caring
for others, his always posi
tive attitude and the fun he had
through life," Ky Snyder, USD
Executive Director of Athletics,
said. "He was a consummate
professional and always wanted
the best for his team and play
ers."
After growing up in Tucson,
Ariz., Hagedorn attended the
University of Arizona where he
played on the Wildcats' varsity
tennis team. While there, he was
a tennis standout, ranked top-10
in the Southwest for two years.
Before coming to USD in 1996,
he had been the Arizona assistant
coach since 1988. During his
time at USD he made a lasting
impression on many people.
"I never heard a single
person ever say anything nega
tive about Tom Hagedorn. He
had an amazing personality
and cared about everyone in his
life," Mike Matoso, USD Senior
Associate Athletics Director,

Media Relations for the USD
chapter of STAND, the studentled division of the Genocide
Intervention Network. "The
United Nations needs to see this
through because at the moment
it is putting aid organizations
and the victims in an even more
dangerous position."
Bashir was quick to retali
ate against the arrest warrant.
Up to 13 major humanitarian
organizations in the region such
as Doctors Without Borders
and Oxfam have already been
expelled, accused of providing
false evidence to the ICC of the
government's involvement in

See SUDAN, page 5

Faculty Art Exhibit now open
jp"

JUSTINE MARZ0NI/THE VISTA

Visitors peruse the Art Department Faculty Exhibition. Art will be
on display in the Joan B. Kroc Institute for Peace & Justice Gallery
until May 24.

See GALLERY, page 3
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Word of the week:

Gurgle
A friend of mine gave birth
last week and the result was
pretty impressive.
1 paid a visit shortly after
the big event, and when she
handed me the gorgeous bundle
of baby girl 1 was absolutely
enthralled. I was gazing into
her peaceful little newborn face
when she opened her mouth and
made a strange gurgling noise.
I lost it.
"Does she need something?
Did I hurt her? Is she choking?"
My friend turned to her husband
and they both chuckled. "I think
the baby just needed to gurgle,"
she said. Apparently, motherly
wisdom sets in fast.
The word "gurgle" comes
from the Latin "gurgulatio." It is
an imitative word, which means
that it sounds like the action it
denotes. According to the Amer
ican Etymology Dictionary, It
appeared in English around the
year 1400 and was originally a
medical term for "the gurgling
heard in the abdomen."
Of course, gurgling noises
are not limited to babies and
hungry stomachs. Last week I
noticed that a young man sitting
near me at the Kyoto Prize
Symposium was making such
noises as he slept. I do not sug
gest that the lecture was boring.
Dr. Charles Taylor is a compel
ling speaker and a brilliant phi
losopher whose ideas 1 found
interesting and whose work has
earned him great recognition in
the academic community.
The gurgling young man
was a high school student who
arrived late, showed obvious
signs of confusion and finally
surrendered to a nap. I don't
blame him. He was probably
confused and sleepy long before
Taylor began speaking.
I struck up a conversation
with some students from St.
Augustine High School before
the lecture. They told me that
they were there by special invi
tation.
I think that extending a
hand of welcome to the com
munity, especially the local
high school community, was a
great idea on the part of USD's
administrators. Unfortunately,
most high school students have
never been exposed to philoso
phy. What could have been an
engaging experience for per
spective applicants turned out to
be a perplexing one, at least for
the sleeper next to me.
Despite
this
isolated
observation, the invitation was
the right choice. It brought
high school students to our
campus, gave them a chance to
experience an academic lecture
and made them feel like hon
ored guests.
Still, there is always room
for improvement on a great idea.
Maybe a poetry reading would
keep high schoolers from gur
gling next time. USD readings
are not as formal as the Kyoto
Prize Syposium, but the invita
tion would still be appreciated.

1945
The Arab League is
formed in Cairo by Egypt, Iraq,
Jordan, Lebanon and Syria.

1806 Lewis and Clark begin
their return journey East.

1603 Queen Elizabeth I dies at
age 69 after ruling England for
more than 40 years.

1965 The 25,000 person Ala
bama Freedom March to protest
the denial of voting rights to
blacks, led by Martin Luther King
Jr., ends on the steps of the State
Capitol in

2000 Vladimir Putin is elected
president of Russia.

1866 President Andrew Johnson
vetoes the Civil Rights Bill which
later becomes the 14th amendment

1797 Nathaniel Briggs patents a
washing machine.

1999 The Dow Jones Industrial
Average closes above 10,000 for
the first time, at 10,006.78.

H1ST0RY.COM, LIBRARY OF CONGRESS

Club gives
USD makes the grade in recent rankings
benefit show
Business school, campus beauty recognized
STAND, continued
Burmanization is a form of
ethnic cleansing that started in
the 60s and 70s. Burmese men
rape minority women, so that
they will give birth to Burmese
babies. Many children have been
left orphaned in this violent state
of affairs.
"Conditions in Burma are
awful. When a tsunami struck
last year, the Burmese govern
ment refused help from other
nations because they didn't want
anyone to possibly come in with
cameras and document the seri
ous human rights violations oc
curring," sophomore Alexandria
Nylen said. As a result of these
violations, many of the minori
ties have fled to Thailand.
Musical guest and USD
junior Sarah Healy spent a month
and a half in Thailand with Bur
mese refugees. Her experiences
inspired the benefit concert.
She spent time at the School for
Shan State Nationalities Youth,
which provides an education to
orphaned refugee children.
The Thai government does
not recognize the refugees so
many of them are forced into
cheap labor. "The school gives
young students the tools to pro
mote peace for their homeland,"
Healy said. The donations from
the event will go to support the
Shan State School.'
The next STAND event will
take place on March 29. There
will be a Walk for Darfur at De
Anza Cove, Mission Bay Park.
Registration begins at 7:30 a.m.
and the walk starts at 9 a.m.

STAND
What: Walk for Darfur
Where: De Anza Cove, Mission Bay

Park
When: March 29, 7:30 a.m. regis

tration, 9:00 a.m. start
Contact: STANDUSD@gmail.com

ANDREW KHOURI
•STAFF WRITFR

Paying about $34,000 a year
in tuition, USD students might
wonder if their money is well
spent. When in doubt, it can be
helpful to turn to various ranking
organizations to see how the uni
versity stacks up.
USD's Undergraduate School
of Business Administration ranked
29th out of 500 accredited business
programs, according to Business
Week's 2009 rankings. The SBA
rose 18 spots in the rankings of
Association to Advance Collegiate
Schools of Business schools. Also,
for the second year in a row busi
ness students gave their faculty at
an A+. Job placement services
and facilities both received a B
grade from students.
SBA Dean David Pyke ex
pressed his satisfaction with the
ranking in a comment on USD's
website. "It is very satisfying
to have the hard work we have

put into building a world-class
business school recognized by
BusinessWeek. The jump in our
ranking reflects the tireless efforts
of the entire faculty and staff to
deliver on the School of Business
Administration's dual promise of
academic excellence and outstand
ing student service," Pyke said.
Senior accounting major Tyler
Hollenbach said the ranking gives
him and others a distinct advantage
in the job market. "The ranking
benefits all business majors and is
a good fact to mention in an inter
view. I feel it would be especially
beneficial to point out if you apply
for a job outside of California,"
Hollenbach said.
USD's Study Abroad pro
gram received high marks in the
Open Doors 2008 Report on In
ternational Educational Exchange.
USD ranks sixth in the nation in
study abroad participation. Open
Doors estimated that 60 percent of
undergraduate students choose to
study abroad during their time at

USD.
Junior Stephanie Alberti stud
ied in Australia this fall. "I think it
is great USD encourages students
to go abroad and experience cul
tures outside our own, which is
beneficial in making students more
well rounded," Alberti said.
Senior Scott Murphy studied
abroad in Cork, Ireland during his
junior year, and has a theory about
why participation is so high. "It is
growing because everyone who
goes loves it and they spread the
word; and going to the school we
go to most families can afford to
pay for their kid to go," Murphy
said.
Princeton Review's 2009
college rankings mentioned USD
in several categories. USD made
Princeton's lists of Best Western
College, College with a Con
science, and Best 368 Colleges.
Princeton Review also ranked
USD as the ninth Most Beautiful
Campus in the nation.

Recent alumni see success as entrepreneurs
NATHAN MATHEW

STAFF WRITER

As graduation nears, seniors
across the country will be reach
ing for their diplomas with sweaty
palms and wobbling knees. The
nervous demeanor is not due to a
fear of public humiliation on the
graduation stage, but rather an ap
prehension about finding success
in the work force.
There are daily reports of a
feeble and faltering economy that
offers little chance for triumph or
even hope. What are noticeably
absent are the stories of those who
choose to persevere, defy common
perceptions and achieve their own
form of success.
Alex
Zimmerman,
USD
alumnus from the class of 2008,

He recently started his own com
pany, Ocean Pacific Office Sup
plies. "We're a small local com
pany that provides office supplies
to anybody or any corporation,"
Zimmerman said.
What began as a small busi
ness with a few clients has trans
formed into a bustling company
with over 50 regular customers
and attracting three to four new
clients weekly.
When asked about how the
economy affected his decision to
start his own business, Zimmer
man replied: "I needed the money
and knew that the company could
be turned into something big as
long as I pushed it."
Zimmerman is not the only
recent grad who has created his
own business. Last fall La Broi

Walton, Michael Crawford and
J.T. Rogan began an online book
distribution company called thebetterbookstore .com.
They took their chances in a
negative economic atmosphere
and started a company, which
they felt could be successful due
to the high demand for affordable
textbooks.
"We knew the economy was
rough, but all believed that our
product was in demand and that
we had both the passion and know
how to make it work," Walton
said.
Zimmerman offered a few
words of encouragement for those
who hope to be entrepreneurs:
"The best feeling in the world is
the reward of fulfilling your own
goals."

©
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GALLERY, continued

Faculty art on

JUSTINE MARZONI
GUFST WRITFR

The galleries of Joan B. Kroc
Institute for Peace and Justice
were abuzz last week, with dozens
of USD faculty members, art
ists and students. The excitement
resulted from the opening of the
USD Faculty Art Show which
runs through May 24. The exhibi
tion features all different kinds of
art work created by USD's faculty
of professional artists.
This year's show is the first
faculty art show since 2005.
"We've had a long tradition of
annual faculty art exhibits that
was interrupted in the last few
years. It's very nice to resume that
tradition and to provide the uni
versity community, especially the
students, with an opportunity to
view the art faculty's work," said
professor John Halaka, whose art
was featured in the show.

The
exhibition
included
pieces in the areas of visual
communications, new
media,
sculpture, painting, drawing and
photography. "It's important to
remember that an engaging work
of art should leave the viewer with
many lingering questions that he
or she will ponder for a while.
Several of the works in the exhibit
accomplish that and do so in way
that is visually, emotionally and
intellectually compelling," Halaka
said.
The exhibit was put together
by Joe Yorty of the art department
in coordination with University
Design. "This show was a success
and I'm not sure I'd change any
thing about it. 1 think I'd just like
to see these exhibitions happen
more often," Yorty said.
The exhibit is being held in
the Fine Arts gallery in the Joan B.
Kroc Institute for Peace & Justice.
For information about future art
shows, visit sandiego.edu/finearts.
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Left: Fabricated
toll-road signs,
"Every Man a
King But No One
Wears a Crown"
and "Industry
Need Not Want"
by Allison Wiese.
Below: The piece
titled "Re-evolution" by Neal
Bociek can be
spun by visitors,
inviting them to
participate in the
exhibition.
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PUBLIC SAFETY REPORT
MAR 16-22
March 16

March 18

Location: SAN MIGUEL HALL

Location: PLAZA DE SAN DIEGO

At 6:44 p.m. the Department of Public
Safety received a report of a suspicious
person loitering near a residence hall. Upon
investigation, the individual was identified
as a former boyfriend of a resident student,
and was not welcome on campus. Public
Safety officers were able to contact the indi
vidual, a non-student, and advised him that
he would be subject to arrest for trespassing
should he return to campus.

March 17

Location: MAHER HALL

At approximately 11:56 p.m. the De
partment of Public Safety responded to
assist Resident Assistants with students
who had been drinking. Upon investigation,
Resident Assistants cited two students for
Hosting and Minor in Possession (MIP),
one student for MIP and three students for
being in the presence of alcohol.

March 20

Location: ALCALA VISTA W LOT

At 7:19 am. a Department of Public
At 11 a.m. the Department of Public
Safety received a report of vandalism to a Safety officer observed a vehicle with
university fountain. Upon investigation, multiple outstanding parking citations and
unknown individual(s) had put soap into a a permit that had been registered as stolen.
fountain in the Plaza de San Diego. General Upon investigation, the vehicle's owner
Services was contacted to clean the fountain was contacted, and was identified as a nonand obtain a professional estimate for the student. Through the investigation, Public
Safety determined that the permit was being
damages.
utilized by both the non-student and a resi
dent student. The resident student was cited
March 19
for being in possession of a stolen permit.
Location: SAN BUENAVENTURA
At 2:23 pjn. a Department of Public
Safety officer observed loud music coming
from a residence hall. Upon investigation,
two resident students turned down their
music, but were cited for Minor in Posses
sion when the officer was made aware that
there was alcohol in the room. The students
had not been drinking, and the bottles were
emptied and disposed of.

March 21

Location: SAN MIGUEL HALL
At 1:20 a.m. the Department of Public
Safety received a report of an individual
with a current no trespass order that was ob
served on campus. Upon investigation, the
individual was contacted, and identified as
the same individual for whom Public Safety
issued a no trespass order. SDPD responded
to the scene and determined that the indi

vidual, who had been
and had driven
his car on campus, had a
current outstanding warrant for his arrest
for an unrelated incident. SDPD arrested the
individual, and his vehicle was impounded.

drinking

March 22

Location: MANCHESTER VILLAGE

At 12:34 a.m. the Department of Public
Safety received a report from Resident As
sistants of four subjects who were joyriding
in a university owned golf cart. Upon in
vestigation, the individuals were contacted,
identified as a resident student and two
guests, and had been previously drinking
within a residence hall. The student was
cited for having consumed alcohol, furnish
ing false information, attempted theft of
university property, and failure to comply.
The two non-students were advised not to
return to campus or they would be subject
to arrest for trespassing. The non-students
transported themselves off campus. One
individual was unable to be located.

Origami speaker proves folding is both science and art
LIZ CROSBY

STAFF WRITFR
The very concept of art is tre
mendously elusive. What criteria
must a piece meet in order to be
deemed artwork? Could origami
be considered art? Robert J. Lang,
Ph. D. seems to think so. He pre
sented his passion for origami
Sunday afternoon in Salomon
Hall on behalf of the Mathematics
and Computer Science Depart
ment. His presentation was titled,
"From Flapping Birds to Space
Telescopes: The Modem Science
of Origami." Salomon Hall was
filled with people intrigued by this
paper folding master.
He began his presentation
by first presenting the nature of
origami. Origami is around 300
years old. Its rules are simple: one
sheet of paper folded any way and
no cuts or tears. He scoffed at the
childish paper cranes that so many
people pride themselves at being
able to create.
As his slide show progressed
into the more modem origami, he
left the room amazed by his paper
creations. For instance, he dis
cussed how something as simple
as folding in a zigzag pattern can
be used to create texture in a paper
creation. Then he nonchalantly
flipped to another slide with a
picture of a snake made from one

THE VISTA
Editorial -619.260.4584

sheet of paper, with 1500 scales fold things such as giant lenses
that he had painstakingly folded.
so that they may unfold properly
Who would think that some once in space. Apparently origami
one could make a living folding is more useful to humanity than
paper? In order to endure some those little paper cranes that mid
more dull moments during the dle-school kids can make in about
educational experience, students five seconds.
might have folded a few airplanes
Speaking of paper cranes,
or perhaps more interesting things Lang attempted to break the record
with paper, but Lang has made of smallest paper crane. He could
intricately folded paper into a full- successfully make a paper crane
fledged profession.
out of a square piece of paper with
One might argue that such a a length of five millimeters. Even
career is devoid of purpose, but so, he did not break the record.
au contraire mon fr&re! Ever won
Overall, the presentation was
dered who comes up with the way very enlightening. In a sense, the
a vehicle's airbag is folded into way that his life work as a profes
its steering wheel? Lang helped sional origami artist has bled into
design the proper folding for a car both the art and science world
airbag so that it may be properly - he has pieces being shown at
expanded to protect the car inhab the MoMA and has worked with
itants in the event of a collision.
NASA - he is reminiscent of a
He also aided in the folding of modem day Leonardo da Vinci.
certain satellite technology. Natu
rally, the compartment that most
things take off from earth in is
rather small. So, people like Lang
come up with a conve
nient way to

01,
i'
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Dr. Robert J. Lang explains folding techniques.
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Spotlight: Democracy Matters AS promotes hand washing
President Ricardo Gomez shares goals

ANGELA GARCIA
STAFF WR1TFR

Democracy Matters is a na
tional movement seeking to get
private money out of politics. The
goal is to strengthen democracy
by creating publicly financed elec
tions which provide citizens with
the opportunity to be heard. NBA
star and founder of Democracy
Matters, Adonal Foyle believes
that young people can play a
significant role in making a differ
ence.
"I started Democracy Matters
to help students fight for progres
sive change by standing up to big
money interests corrupting our de
mocracy," Foyle said on democracymatters.org. Democracy Matters
aims to get students involved in
politics while giving power back
to the people.
The USD chapter is doing its
part in collaboration with other
campuses through hosting various

KIVA HERMAN/THE VISTA

Ricardo Gomez, president of
Democracy Matters.

events. Members are trained to be
grassroots organizers and encour
aged to become actively involved
in campaigning in order to gain a
hands-on experience and see the
progressive change first hand.
Student leaders are offered paid
internships as they become dedi
cated supporters of democracy.
The club's main event this
year will be the Week of Action
held in April. This event will
create an opportunity for students
to write letters to representatives

so that their voices will be heard.
In doing so, students will become
more aware of policies and then
politicians will become aware of
students who care.
Club President sophomore
Ricardo Gomez believes that this
generation can make a difference.
"As students we can do so much,"
Gomez said.
Democracy Matters is a
project that involves people of
different levels ranging from high
school students up to political
leaders. Since Democracy Matters
is a non-partisan group, a repre
sentation of different political par
ties is welcomed and encouraged.
Each year there is a National
Student Summit which brings
chapters together to collaborate
and further develop plans of
action for the democratic cause.
By coming together collectively,
participants can network and de
velop tactics that they can take to
their home states.

San Diego has large population of Sudan refugees
SUDAN, continued
the Darfur conflict. Suda
nese officials have also given
all remaining foreign aid groups
one year to cease operations and
leave the country in order for the
government to take control of aid
distribution.
Any further foreign aid is
instructed to be delivered to the
airport in Khartoum, the nation's
capital, to then be administered by
Sudanese government-sponsored
organizations.
"This is troublesome," Nylen

said. "If international NGO's
(Non-govemmental organizations)
are expelled from Sudan, humani
tarian aid, foreign or domestic,
will not reach a single Darfuri in
need."
According to Human Rights
Watch, a New York City-based
NGO, the expulsion of foreign aid
puts approximately one million
lives at risk of death by starvation,
disease and murder.
As for the arrest of Bashir, it
is unlikely he will see the inside
of a jail cell any time soon. The
UN does not have a police force to

apprehend Bashir, and UN peace
keepers in the region do not have
the authority to do so either.
The task has been left to the
people of Sudan and its govern
mental officials, which makes his
arrest highly unlikely as he is a
popular figure to a majority of the
country's citizens.
University of San Diego's
STAND chapter urges students to
educate themselves on the issue
and help raise awareness, make
donations or even volunteer to
help San Diego's large population
of Sudanese refugees.

STAFF WRITER

Germs are everywhere. They
are on everything from the pen
the cute guy in world religions
is using to the computer lab door
handle. So why not take neces
sary precautions to avoid illness.
That is exactly what former
Director of Wellness for Associ
ated Students, Eric Rosenberg
thought. He noticed how many
students were getting sick during
flu season, and he knew it was
time to take action.
As a full time hospital em
ployee, Rosenberg is aware of
how important washing hands is
to staying healthy all year round,
which is why he began an obser
vation project of his own.
After just a couple of weeks
of observing the made restrooms
on campus, Rosenberg was
shocked. "I was astonished at
how many people did not wash
their hands after using the restroom, and then went on to the

Vista
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said. "As a coach, he did a
great job of getting to know all
of his students personally and
was always there to pick them up,
whether that was on the courts or
in life."
After Hagedom was diag
nosed with leukemia in August
2007, his chance of survival was
low. Doctors said it was a miracle
that he was alive two months later
with his cancer in remission.
In an interview with the San
Diego Union Tribune in October,
Hagedom said, "My goal is to
never forget what happened. That
will keep me grounded."
Since then, Hagedom dedi
cated much of his time to vol
unteering with the Leukemia &

This past Wednesday family,
friends and members from the
USD community attended a cel
ebration of fife for Hagedom at the
Eagan Plaza in front of the Jenny
Craig Pavilion. Another memo
rial will be held for Hagedom in
Tucson, Ariz, on March 28.
'Tom positively influenced so
many young men and others alike,
and we will all carry those lessons
with us our whole life," Snyder
said. "Tom Hagedom lived the
dream."
"He was a dear friend to many
of us, and we will miss him,"
Matoso said. "He will always be
remembered in the USD family."
Donations may be made to
the San Diego Leukemia & Lym
phoma Society or to the USD Ath
letic Department.
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University community mourns the passing of head tennis coach
Lymphoma Society program in
San Diego. He spent many days
talking to people about leuke
mia and how they could help aid
cancer research. Hagedom was
recognized at the Light the Night
event at Qualcomm Stadium last
October as a man who embodied
incredible strength and dedication
to the cancer research field.
Hagedom's success as a coach
extended beyond winning tennis
matches. Senior tennis player
Chris Coetzee remembers Hage
dom as a compassionate coach.
'Tom taught us that there is
a lot more to life than just tennis,
and his dedication to the Leukemia
Society was a constant reminder
of that. Tom's legacy on and off
the court will not be forgotten,"
Coetzee said.
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HAGEDORN, continued

eateries to order food," he said.
The hand washing campaign
was kicked into high gear right
away. Utilizing the AS budget,
Rosenberg was able to acquire
four hand-sanitizing stations with
enough refills to last the year.
Hoping students get the hint, the
hand sanitizers were placed in the
Deli, La Paloma, the main dining
cafe and Aromas.
USD senior Richard Magale
makes use of the stations regularly.
"It serves as a healthy reminder to
maintain cleanliness and good hy
giene in all academic and personal
endeavors," Magale said.
Rosenberg also started a flyer
campaign to remind people to
wash their hands. Senior Fred
erick Montgomery supports the
hand washing campaign.
"Germs are everywhere.
Hand sanitizers should be too,"
Montgomery said. Rosenberg also
recommends carrying a personal
hand sanitizer to class and encour
ages students to scrub up when
ever possible.

LAUREN NICHOLS
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CLASSIFIED

Mission Beach House for rent. Furnished. 2 Bedroom/2 Bath. 2
Car Garage. Washer/dryer. Oceanside. Available 9/1/09 for the
academic year. $1700/month. Utilities not included. $2000 security
deposit. Contact pla615@sbcglobal.net or Pat at 925-943-6727

South Mission Beach Spectacular Penthouse For Rent
2 Bed/2 Bath, Totally Furnished, in Security Building
with Amazing Fourth Floor Views of Ocean and Bay!
This immaculate, newly remodeled condo is on a charming bayside
court, just steps to both the ocean and bay. Includes elevator,
laundry room, bike room, covered parking, and wireless internet.
Enjoy the balcony patio, large living room, dining area, and open
kitchen with a breakfast bar where you can check the surf while you
make your morning pancakes!

Rebecca & James: 619-723-6761 or southmission@cox.net
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OPINION

Opinion Editor: Ryan Plourde
rplourde@usdvista.com

Pope Benedict condemns condoms in Africa

OPINION FDITORI
SHANE TOBIN

Hi IF ST WRITFR

Sweet Sixteen
Obama
I was ready to come in here
today and tell you all about JP
Morgan Chase, the recent re
cipient of a $25 billion bailout
who decided to spend $138
. million dollars on two new pri
vate jets and their own personal
hangar. But just as I sat down
to tell JP Morgan to go, um,
make love to itself, I realized I
was starting to become a bit of
a downer. So I decided to write
about something more upbeat.
Did you happen to catch
President Obama's bracket?
Proving even further that he is
a new kind of president, Obama
filled out an NCAA Tourna
ment Bracket on ESPN this
past week. And Obama some
how managed to correctly pick
14 of the remaining 16 teams
left in the Sweet Sixteen.
While I was enthused
that our president had taken
time to select a tournament
bracket, I found out that some
of my colleagues were not so
impressed with the president's
14 of 16. "Maybe he should
be more concerned with the
economy and less with sports,"
hissed one typical USD soror
ity girl who later would ask me
what the "2" next to Memphis
meant. "Too bad he's not as
good at being a president as he
is at picking basketball games,"
remarked another.
All I could think was,
really? Are we seriously criti
cizing Obama for taking five
minutes to fill out a bracket?
Oh, my bad, I forgot that pick
ing UNC to win it all damned
our country to economic hell.
No wait, that was another en
thusiastic young president, a
Texas Rangers' fan I believe,
who was responsible for that
little mess, wasn't it? Obama
is the president who is making
history across the board, shut
ting down un-ethical detention
facilities, bailing-out educa
tional institutions and holding
corrupt CEO's accountable.
So instead of criticizing the
president for remaining who he
is while still doing his job, take
a second to look at the facts.
The economy is slowly improv
ing; the Dow Jones recorded
its fifth largest rise in history
this past weekend. Corporate
greed is being monitored; AIG
officials were forced to release
their $165 million in executive
bonuses. And public morale re
mains high; Obama's approval
rating still hovers somewhere
around 55 percent.
And with North Carolina's
Ty Lawson looking strong
through two rounds of play,
Obama's pick for UNC to win
it all doesn't seem half bad.
So rest easy unnamed sorority
girls too upset that daddy won't
be making those extra million
dollars in bonuses this year to
see the big picture. The 14-for16 president will surely do ev
erything in his power to make
sure daddy doesn't go poor.

As the words "change" and
"hope" still reverberate today,
there is one public figure that has
not embraced them.
As the leader of over two bil
lion Roman Catholics, the Pope
has once again showed the world
that the Church is still way behind
the times.
On March 19 as the Pope
was on an airplane on the way to
Cameroon in Africa, he stated that
HIV/AIDS was "a tragedy that
cannot be overcome by money
alone, that cannot be overcome
through the distribution of con
doms, which can even increase the
problem."
The Pope said that instead of
giving out condoms, people must
instead practice abstinence and
embrace their faith.
Pope Benedict, also known
as the Scholar Pope, is reiterat
ing what his predecessors have
all stated. Pope Paul VI was the
first pope to come out against con
doms, stating that every act of sex
must be "open to the transmission
of life."
Every pope since then, possi
bly fearful of once again proving
a preceding pope of being fallible,
has embraced this and made it
central to Catholic doctrine.
Benedict also stated that only
a moral and responsible attitude
towards sex would help fight the
disease.
Yet how can the use of con
doms truly be considered immoral
and irresponsible in a situation
such as the one in Africa?

In Sub-Sahara Africa alone,
there are 22 million people in
fected, which makes up almost
two-thirds of the total population
infected with HIV/AIDS in the
world.
The pope and other senior
Vatican officials stated that con
doms increase the problem, and
that latex is not strong enough to
stop HIV/AIDS and so should not
be used. They go on to state that
the African people must abstain
from sex and participate in onepartner sex only.
However, this is highly im
probable, as monogamy is not
practiced in many African cul
tures. Abstinence is difficult in
even normal circumstances, and
let us not forget that the situation in
many parts of Africa is not normal
with war, rape and prostitution an
everyday fear.
Maybe the pope should focus
his power more on helping stop
the conflicts first, and when there
is peace, focus on this problem.
Africa has the fastest growing
Catholic population in the world,
with estimates being that almost
one-sixth of the world's Catholic
population will soon be African.
Therefore anything the pope
says will have a major influence
in African politics. The pope must
come out from his bubble in the
Vatican and embrace the people
and their needs and wants.
This might mean changing
Church dogma, but in order to
survive it needs to be done. This
is not the first time we have seen
Benedict demonstrate his igno
rance outside of religious dogma.
First, he stated while in

FLICKR/SAM.HERD

The head of the Catholic Church condemned condom use last week.

Turkey that Islam and violence
are historically connected, caus
ing a huge rift between Islam and
Catholicism once again. Second,
he promoted a pastor who stated
that Hurricane Katrina was due to
"divine displeasure" at the citizens
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With its close proximity to
the Mexican border and its high
demand for late night food, Mis
sion Beach has become home to
countless Mexican food restau
rants. Maria's, Roberto's, Sara's,
Valentine's and numerous other
"mom n' pop" taco shops line
the beach.
But last week the corporate
giant climbed down the Sea
World Drive beanstalk and into
the Mission Beach Mexican
food scene. Santana's, a local
Mexican food chain with 11
restaurants in the San Diego
area, opened its newest store
at the corner of Mission Bay
Drive and Mission Boulevard
last Friday.
While South Mission's
Sara's, and North Mission's
Valentine's remain relatively
uneffected, Central Mission's
Maria's, lying across the street
from Santana's latest addition,
has felt the heat of new compe
tition.
Late one Friday night, one
week before Santana's grand
opening, Maria—the owner

and, as any local Mission Beach
resident can attest to, welcom
ing face of Maria's—expressed
her concern with the opening of
Santana's. "Santana's is going
to take a lot of business. That's
why you guys gotta keep coming
here man."
It is interactions such as
these, Maria more than happily
conversing in her native accent
with any customer who walks
in the door, which have made
Maria a local favorite among
Mission Beach residents.
But as the weather warms,
and the tourist season begins, it
will take more than a few local
fans to keep Maria afloat; Presi
dent Obama's new $15 billion
small business plan might help
a little.
Luckily for Maria, it is not
only her unique attitude and
warm spirit that have made her
a local favorite, but her authen
tic menu and large servings as
well.
Mac F. writes of Maria's,
in a recent review for Yelp.com,
"This is the best taco shop in

Mission Beach. Your reward
for walking past the Santana's
and Roberto's chains and dig
ging out this little gem is much
better quality meat and a burrito
that is twice as big."
Certainly anyone who has
tried Maria's campeon burrito
or shrimp tacos can attest to the
fact that Maria cooks up some
of the best food at the beach.
But with Roberto's and now
Santana's occupying both cor
ners of the Boulevard—Santa
na's even offering a drive-thru,
and Maria occupying only a
small space in between a T-shirt
shop and liquor store, publicity
is hard. Still Maria is optimis
tic about the future, "Ya man,
we're gonna be okay. I just
keep comin' in and makin' food
for you guys."
The fee fie foe fum of the
Santana's giant may sound ap
pealing but don't forget about
the magic of Maria's. With her
friendly demeanor and mouth
watering burritos Maria makes
those extra few steps past the
comer worth the walk.

of New Orleans.
Finally, in 2006 he lifted
the excommunication of British
Bishop Richard Williamson who
had disputed that the Holocaust
had ever actually occurred. It is
what happened after this last inci
dent that is mind boggling when
it comes to what he recently said
about Africa.
The pope stated that in the
future the Vatican needs to be
more aware of the usefulness of
the Internet in providing facts. He
said this on March 12, one week
before his interview on the way to
Africa.
Rebecca Hodes, a worker for
the Treatment Action Campaign
in South Africa, said that the pope
once again is ignoring the num
bers and the facts. A simple search
of almost any non-profit organi
zation in Africa's website shows
how important condoms are in the
fight against HIV/AIDS.
Hodes went on to state that
the pope is showing that "religious
dogma is more important to him
than the lives of Africans." The
pope should finally make a change
in policy and focus on promoting
access to condoms and informa
tion on how to use them.
Everyone knows that ab
stinence would be ideal in this
situation, but since everyone also
knows this can never be a serious
policy the pope should not preach
against condom use.
Condoms are the only sensi
ble answer and to hurt the cause so
many organizations are working
for with one interview is morally
irresponsible of the Scholar Pope.
Benedict has stressed in the
past that the Church is at the fore
front of the battle against AIDS,
but his comment proves that the
Church is leading the campaign in
the wrong direction.
Ryan Mulvey refutes Tobin's
opinion essay in the April 2
issue of The Vista.
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From Tel Aviv
to Beirut
JESSE AIZENSTAT
STAFF WRITFR

PETER CHOAHE VISTA
Dick Cheney openly criticized President Barack Obama's new detainee policies last week.

Dick Cheney misses the point in criticizing Obama
ANDREW KHOURI
STAFF WRITFR

Within days of taking office,
President Obama signaled a sharp
break from the Bush Administra
tion's detainee policy.
Obama promised to close
Guantanamo Bay within a year,
halted military tribunals at the
detention center and ordered the
CIA to follow the Army Field
Manual's rules on interrogation,
thereby banning torture.
Obama also directed the
Justice Department to indict Ali
Saleh Kahlah al-Marri, the only
enemy combatent held in the
United States, and try him in civillian court.
The United States military
had held Mr. Al-Marri for five and
a half years in a military brig in
South Carolina without charging
him. These shifts are a welcome
change after eight years of indefinate detention, secret prisons and
torture under George Bush.
However in a recent inter
view on CNN's "State of the
Union" former Vice President
Dick Cheney sharply criticized
the country's new direction. Ac
cording to Cheney, Obama "is

making some choices that, in my
mind, will, in fact, raise the risk
to the American people of another
attack."
Obama was right to change
direction in what Cheney and
other Bush administration offi
cials dubbed "The War on Terror."
It was the policies that Cheney
championed that have made us
less safe, not Obama's new direc
tion.
Torture, or according to
Cheney, "enhanced interregation
techniques" included waterboarding, stress positions, exposure to
extreme temperatures, prolonged
sleep deprivation and extreme
isolation.
Multiple tactics were often
used in combination with others
increasing the pain to detainees.
According to a 2006 report by
Human Rights First eight people
and possibly as many as 12 have
been tortured to death by U.S.
forces. These tactics are inhu
mane and should be not be prac
ticed. Despite being immoral these
tactics do not work.
They also help Al-Qaeda
recruit and diminish our ability
to challenge human rights abuses
around the world.
Last week in an interview with
the Associated Press, Lawrence

Wilkerson, former chief of staff
to then Secretary of State Colin
Powell said many in Guantanamo
are innocent.
Many prisoners in Guantana
mo were in the wrong place at the
wrong time or turned in by bounty
hunters who received U.S. cash,
said Wilkerson. With no reason
able way to challenge their deten
tion, these people were forced to
languish in prison.
Khaled el-Masri, a German
citizen, was kidnapped by the CIA
on a trip to Macedonia in 2003.
El-Masri was flown to Afghani
stan where he was tortured and
held for five months before the
government realized they had the
wrong man.
When he returned home, his
wife and children had left to live
with family in Lebanon because
they believed he was dead. ElMasri's ordeal should shock
anybody and shows the need for
habeus corpus and the abolition of
torture.
Many in the government
fought against Bush and Cheney's
extreme policies. One of those
people is Matthew Alexander, a
former leader of an interrogation
team in Iraq. His team used tra
ditional interrogation techniques
such as rapport building to extract

information out of detainees.
The information gained using
non-abusive techniques led to the
location of Abu Musab al-Zarqawi,
former leader of Al-Qaeda in Iraq.
In a November op-ed published in
the Washington Post, Alexander
argued for the abolition of torture
and a return to American values.
Alexander quoted a coop
erative detainee to bolster his
argument. "I thought you would
torture me, and when you didn't,
I decided that everything I was
told about Americans was wrong.
That's why I decided to cooper
ate" the detainne said.
It is this form of interrogation
that will now be practiced by the
United States leading to more reli
able intelligence that will make us
safer. It will also restore our moral
standing in the world and at home;
a standing that Cheney worked
hard to weaken.
In his CNN interview Cheney
claimed his policy of torture saved
American lives and foiled terrorist
plots but would not provide any
evidence to back up his claim.
Cheney is asking the Ameri
can people to trust him instead
of interrogation and terrorism
experts. During his eight years in
office, Cheney did little to win our
trust and should not expect it now.

Rush Limbaugh remains a dominant voice
RYAN MULVEY
STAFF WRITFR

Can you imagine being the
Chairman of the Republican Party,
only to have CNN commentators
ask you how you feel about a
shock jock like Rush Limbaugh
being the de facto leader of the
GOP?
Michael Steele, GOP
Chairman, was faced with such
a predicament a few weeks ago.
He went on the offensive, attack
ing Limbaugh and deriding him
as merely "ugly, incendiary...
entertainment." Such an attitude
demonstrates how out of touch the
Republican National Committee is
with everyday Americans.
Whether for good or for evil,
Limbaugh and other conservative
radio staples like Sean Hannity,
form an integral part of the Re
publican Party. Steele was wrong
to attack Limbaugh for a number
of reasons, greatest of which was

his ignorance of the complexity of
conservative politics. Radio hosts
like Limbaugh command audi
ences that number in the millions;
their cross-party followings are
beyond imagination. And with a
few simple words, Limbaugh et
al can shut down Congressional
switch-boards or mobilize effec
tive boycotts. They are forces to
be reckoned with, feared and ulti
mately respected. But is such fear
and awesome power appropriate?
Is Limbaugh »a good face for the
Republican Party, or are his "ex
tremist" views perverting any
chance at a GOP resurgence?
The question is a delicate one,
for the answer is nuanced. Radio
conservatism can be a dangerous
element because of its populist
tendencies and rogue agenda. One
of the driving forces of the conser
vative revolution of the 1980s was
an intellectual tradition that had
been nurtured since the advent of

William Buckley and the National
Review in 1955.
Academics and politicians
from across the spectrum of the
Right laid foundations for a gen
eration of movers and shakers.
Richard Weaver and Barry Goldwater are but a few examples of
the educated men and women who
worked tirelessly for liberty and
freedom and a revolution under
the banner of the GOP.
Limbaugh has a limited
education; he only graduated
high school. This lack of intel
lectual achievement is nothing to
disparage. But when a political
ideology is based solely on the
populist ranting of an entertainer,
the livelihood of that movement
is in jeopardy. Like Plato opined,
the Republic needs its philoso
pher-kings, even if only behind
the scenes.
At the same time, though
conservatism needs its educated

crowd of policy makers and de
fenders, Limbaugh and his fellows
give voice to the larger populist
grassroots base of the Right.
While intellectualism may
provide long-term vitality, conser
vatism, and the GOP, needs access
to mass media. In other words,
someone needs to stand up for
Richard Nixon's "silent majority."
Those everyday folk living on
Main Street are not so much con
cerned with the moral foundations
of classical liberalism, or with a
philosophic defense of the Found
ing, as they are with voting for
commonsense conservatives who
will limit government and effect
change on a subjective level.
Limbaugh is a popular fellow.
If people were displeased by his
message or repelled by his abrasiveness, they would turn off his
show. But, they do not, because
his message resonates with their
own concerns and hopes.

From Tel Aviv to Beirut:
A surfing odyssey through the
Eastern Mediterranean
Fantastic was the panic
that grew in the eyes of my
career center counselor when
I told him I wanted to travel
through the Middle East with
a surfboard with Che Guevara
stenciled onto it. It's not that
I don't like the prospect of a
life in a cubicle; it's just that
I've spent the last 18 years
behind a desk being talked to.
Like many USD seniors, I am
ready for an experience that
tickles the spine into feeling
the rapture of being alive.
Despite the worst job
market in 25 years, the worst
recession since the Great
Depression, I'm going to go
nonconventional. As a rookie
travel writer, I'm going to start
by playing it safe by going on
a fully subsidized trip to Israel
to help connect me with my
nominal Jewishness.
After this 10-day sellyou-on-Zionism tour, I'm
going to meander my way up
the Eastern Mediterranean. In
California I would just hop
in my truck and head up the
coastal highway, but decades
of war and recent tensions
have left the biblical land of
Israel and Lebanon divided,
and most certainly closed for
surfing.
So I'm going to go around:
back through Israel, into the
occupied West Bank, across
the King Hussein Bridge to
the Jordanian airport where I
will get an entry stamp on my
second American passport.
My next stop will be with
Those humorless Syrian border
guards who slam the gate on
every Tom, Dude and Harry
with an Israeli stamp in their
passport. Who says politics is
boring?
When 1 actually get to
the Syrian border, I will wait
a full day in the wax-melt
ing Arabian sun for a transit
visa to Lebanon, where I will
depend on local hospitality to
carry me to the salty shores of
the Lebanese Mediterranean.
What is just a simple coastal
drive in California is a detour
of absurd proportions in the
Middle East.
The allure of such a trip
is not just the crazed concept
of surfing the Eastern Medi
terranean, it is a modern-day
odyssey through an ancient
land that has truly been slan
dered by dry political pundits
and divided by warring fac
tions. Armed with the charm
of a California surfer, I plan
to turn this into a travel piece
packed with revealing banter,
political passport shuffling,
ancient-to-modern
-culture
and a healthy dose of satire
and smartassery.
So what are you doing
after you graduate?
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The Beachcomber and the Pennant battle for Thursday supremacy
BEN ZVAIFLER
STAFF WRITFR

College students nationwide
have trademarked Thursday as the
capstone of a hard week's work.
While Fridays are traditionally
the end of a workweek, college
students have shed the traditional
norms of the professional world
by cramming a week's worth of
classes and homework into a fourday block.
Naturally, Thursday evenings
have emerged as college students'
official night out. With a high per
centage of USD upperclassmen
residing in Mission Beach the
five or so bars in the area have all
shared the business of our coastal
college community.
While all of the bars see their
fair share of USD juniors and se
niors on any given weekend night,
the Pennant has historically had a
monopoly on the infamous Thurs
day night scene.
But recently the fire of com
petition has been ignited within
the Pennant's long neglected
neighbor the Beachcomber. The
"Comber" is located directly next
to the larger Pennant and tradition
ally has not been able to draw in
the large student population.
About a month ago the
Comber launched a new campaign
to draw in the booming business
of Thursday nights, offering $1
drinks from the hours of 9-11
p.m.

Since the deal began the
Beachcomber has successfully
stolen a large majority of the
Pennant's crowd, and by 9:30 on
Thursday night a line of college
students weaving down Mission
Boulevard awaits entry into the
new hot spot of South Mission
beach.
The weekly special could
not have come at a better time,
as already broke college students
feel the pressure of the national
economic crisis, job losses and an
unsecured future.
Although the Pennant has
been a welcome home to the large
crowds for decades, it seems as
though the alliances of USD stu
dents do not run very deep as the
Comber has presented us with an
unbeatable deal.
Discussing the Comber's new
Thursday night allure with one of
the bartenders, I was surprised to
see that she was not one to brag
about the cut-throat business plan
or recent boost in attendance.
The brunette behind the bar
simply stated that the Beachcomb
er "loves to offer deals," adding
that Friday nights they have $1.50
beers. This penny saving mental
ity creates an environment that
college students truly appreciate.
When Thursday night rolls
around and all of my roommates
come home from a long day at
school, the question is always
sparked "What are we going to
do tonight," and inevitably the
response comes back, "one dollar

PETER CHOAHE VISTA

The Beachcomber's recent addition of $1 drinks has leveled the Thursday night playing field.

drinks at the Comber, can't beat
that!"
The question then becomes
what about the Pennant and loy
alty to one of USD's oldest hang
outs? Not to worry, the Pennant
has been collecting the runoff of
those who don't want to wait in

the long Beachcomber line, and
this past Thursday they started
offering reduced prices on select
drinks.
Undoubtedly they have felt
the pressure from their once quiet
neighbor and decided to step up
their game. The benefits of a com

petitive marketplace have crept
into the once stagnant bar scene
of South Mission beach giving
USD students the opportunity to
choose their Thursday night plan
of action, instead of simply set
tling on expensive drinks at what
in essence are two dingy dives.

The NFL is all America needs
The United Football League is unnecessary

SERGE SEPLOVICH
Altend Chapman University School of Law, where students enjoy the Best Quality of Life (#1), the Best
Classroom Experience (#7), and where our Professors Rock (legally speaking) (#5). (Princeton Review rankings,
Best 170 Law Schools, 2008). Plus, you'll learn from some of the nation's most accomplished faculty in a
setting where student-faculty ratios are among the lowest in legal academia. We also offer clinical programs
in constitutional jurisprudence, elder law, family violence, 9th circuit appellate and tax law.

Our School of Law is recognized for:
• Six former U.S. Supreme Court clerks on our faculty
• One of two law schools in the country with a Nobel Laureate on our faculty
• Student-faculty ratio of 10.2 to 1 (among the lowest in the country)
• Competitive against top schools in our mock trial, appellate moot court and dispute resolution team
• High caliber, nationally recognized, accessible faculty
• Small class sizes offering incredible networking opportunities
• Personalized academic support and faculty interaction from orientation to the bar exam, even after
you graduate
• Exceptional facilities including an award winning library, fully wireless law building and two
state-of-the-art mock courtrooms
• Internships, externships and clinics offering real-life experience

DEGREE PROGRAMS
• JD • JD/MBA • JD/MFA in Film and Television Producing
• LL.M. in Prosecutorial Science • LL.M. in Taxation

CERTIFICATES
• Advocacy and Dispute Resolution • Entertainment Law
• Environmental, Land Use and Real Estate Law • International Law • Tax Law
Chapman University School of Law is accredited by the American Bar Association (ABA) and is a member
of the Association of American Law Schools (AALS).

Call or email today for a free information package:

877-CHAP-LAW or lawadm@chapman.edu
One University Drive • Orange, California 92866 • www.chapman.edu/law

Princeton Review rankings, Best 170 Law Schools, 2008

Best Quality of Life #1
Best Classroom Experience #7

Professors Rock #5
Diverse Faculty #9

STAFF WRITER
For fans in cities with no football
teams, your prayers for a professional team
have been answered. Unfortunately, found
ers William Hambrecht and Tim Armstrong
are the ones answering that prayer. This fall
will mark the launch of the United Football
League, an alternative professional football
league with lofty aspirations.
The UFL aims to target those cities
lacking professional football teams. Too
bad two of those targeted cities already
have established football markets. Target
markets include San Francisco, Las Vegas,
New York and
Orlando with
some games
being played
in
alternate
cities.
San Fran
cisco is home
to the five time
Super
Bowl
winning 49ers
and New York
Giants
fans
were graced with a Super Bowl win a mere
two years ago. There seems to be no reason
for fans of either team to watch this alter
nate football league. Well, at least not for
Giants fans.
The league will be making a "soft
launch," meaning an abridged season with
each team playing home games in multiple
cities in order to attract more fans and garner
interest among potential team owners.
There will be a total of six games in the
season, including three away games, two
home games and an additional home game
in an alternate city. Alternate cities already

named include Hartford, Conn, and Los
Angeles, Calif. Plans to place teams in Salt
Lake City, Utah and Monterey, Mexico are
tentatively scheduled for the 2010 season.
Such a short season to begin with will
cause a few problems. First, it will be dif
ficult to gather support early on, especially
when it will be competing directly with the
NFL.
People already have teams that they
root for. Why would they be inclined to
switch all of a sudden? Even for those fans
living in cities with no teams, many already
cheer for a team of their choice.
Second, the short season will make it
even easier to forget about this other league.
With only
six games
b e i n g
played in
the regu
lar season
and one
champi
onship
game as
a playoff,
the season
will
be
over before anyone realizes it ever existed.
Why America needs another football
league is beyond me. Yes, I understand
this will allow more players to pursue their
dream of playing professional ball. And
yes, I understand this will give cities like
Las Vegas a team to root for.
But did we not learn anything with the
XFL? Or how about with the United States
Football League, who is currently planning
to make a second attempt at success after
it flopped in the late 1980s? This recycled
idea is sure to meet the same fate as all the
others.

"People already have teams
that they root for. Why would

they be inclined to switch all of
a sudden?"
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Save Money,
Save the Environment!

SUPERFlNGER ENTERTAINMENT
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FRIDAY

MAY 29

www.sandiegoarena.com

ON SALE NOW!

Student ID required for purchase

tfctefmaster.com
• SAN DIEGO SPORTS ARENA BOX OFFICE
CHARGE: 800.745.3000 • TICKETMASTER LOCATIONS
EVENT TIME AND DATE SUBJECT TO CHANGE
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ISOLATED INCIDENT CD AND TV SPECIAL ON COMEDY CENTRAL-, MAY 17TH
AND IN STORES EVERYWHERE MAY 19TH

DANECOOK.COM

L.I .F.E. Week 2009 Schedule of Events
Monday. March 30
12:00 pm - 2:30 pm
7:00 pm - 9:00 pm

Tuesday. March 31
, •

Human Trafficking
Nooner with free food, education & activities in front of the UC
NOT FOR SALE. a multi-media presentation by activist and
author David Ratstnne in UC Forum

Domestic Violence

12:00 pm-2:30 pm
7:00 pm - 8:30 pm

Nooner with free food, education & activities in front of the UC
Anyone Can Be a Victim, Domestic Violence panel discussion
in UC Forum

Wednesday. April 1

Genocide

12:00 pm - 2:30 pm
7:00 pm - 8:30 pm
9:00 pm

Nooner with free food, education & activities in front of the UC
Genocide Refugee from the Lost Boys of Sudan, Alephonsion
Deng in UC Forum
Mass for Peace with life focus in Founders Chapel

Thursday, April 2

Poverty

12:00 pm - 2:30 pm

10:30 pm - 6:00 am

Picnic for Poverty sack lunch packing for homeless, education
& activities in front of the UC
Movie Screening: Slumdog Millionaire followed by a discussion
in UC Forum
Eucharistic Adoration dedicated to life issues in Founders Chapel

Friday. April 3

Abortion/Adoption

12:00 pm - 2:30 pm
3:00 pm - 11:00 pm

Nooner with free food, education & activities in front of the UC
Pro-Life Movie Marathon and presentation of prizes to Photo
Contest winners in UC Forum

7:00 pm - 9:30 pm

(Free food and drinks at ALL events!)
Co-Sponsors.Students for Life, University Ministry, Associated Students, Romero Center, Students for Peace,
Residential Life, Joan B. Kroc School of Peace Studies, and Alpha Chi Omega

^
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"There's no place like home"

Feature Editor: Giovanni Gonzales
Asst. Feature Editor: Cynthia Duncan
ggonzales@usdvista.com
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Downtown

Students face housing decisions

With housing sign ups taking place, students are faced with the decision to live on or
off campus. With a plethora of options, how does one choose? Three students offer
candid views of their lives on and off campus.

MissmBeacf]

Left: Mariette's house in Mission
Beach. Above: senior Mariette Nascimento in her room.

MARIETTE NASCIMENTO

GULST WRITFR
Previously, the advent of
spring has meant nothing more
than allergy season. This year,
spring means it is time to kick off
my fake Uggs, take off the tight
denim and bust out my teenie
weenie yellow polka dot bikini. I
now have the distinct pleasure of
waking up to the sound of waves
and the smell of the salty sea air.
As the days grow longer and the
sun shines brighter, my beach-side
lifestyle can only improve.
Living at the beach can seem
like a fairy tale come true, except
the godmother now wears flipflops. The struggle to exercise in
the morning is definitely assuaged
by the fact that I am running on the
beach rather than a treadmill. And

NADIA KHAN

GUEST WRITER
Some may think living on
campus all four years would get
monotonous, but I have really
grown to love it. Having every
thing you could possibly need in
one place is so much easier than
having to leave the comforts of
home for every little thing.
One of my favorite things is
the fact that 1 can wake up in the
morning and get those extra thirty
minutes of sleep because 1 don't
have to drive to school and find
parking. Horror stories about park
ing are often heard on campus, so
being able to walk from home
to class is ideal. I also feel that 1
can stay out and about on campus
later without wasting time driving
home. Essentially, it helps me use
my time more efficiently, which is
fantastic because I already feel as
though there are not enough hours
in my day to put checks all over
my to-do list.
The arguments for living off
campus are strong and I completely
understand them. However, living
on campus saves me a great deal
of headaches. I don't have a worry
about bill deadlines or sorting out
basic household finances such as
rent. This allows me to fully focus
on what I have to get done for
school and eliminates additional
stress.
I do recognize that living
on campus tends to keep you in

even learning to park my truck in
a spot seemingly designed for a
single bicycle builds character.
Life at the beach is not free of
faults. Driving to school takes 10
minutes, but when you factor in
time walking to class or waiting
for the tram it will almost certainly
exceed that. Leaving my house 30
minutes before my classes begin
is definitely a downside of beachside living. But it really is not so
bad. You just need to plan ahead
and you will arrive to class on
time.
To quell the fears of students
who believe the beach is a danger
ous world compared to the college
dorms and Mission Valley, I will
give you some advice. Your safety
is to an extent, in your hands.
Choosing to install an alarm,
keeping doors and windows
locked at night and being aware of

a bubble. I find it tremendously
important for those who do live
on campus to break free and leave
campus quite a bit. I can become
stressed-out about school and
living so close to the places where
you study can be a bit overwhelm
ing.
I think that this can be solved
with a good balance of getting
away from campus and having
fun. Whether it is going down to
the beach to visit friends, flying
kites in Mission Bay or going to
one of my favorite coffee shops to
hang out, the balance of school and
life can and must be maintained.
It all goes back to trying to live a
balanced life.
In my four years at USD, I
have lived in the Valley, the Vistas
and finally, Manchester Village.
Each of these places is unique and
I have enjoyed my time living in
all three.
My favorite by far has been
Manchester Village, which has
been surprising considering 1 was
reluctant to live there. I thought
that it was out of the way and
isolated. Despite those notions, 1
ended up loving it and have lived
here for two years.
It is far enough away from
main campus to feel like I am
somewhere else and it is really low
key, unlike the Valley. I have three
roommates and we each have our
own rooms. It is nice because it is
similar to living alone, yet at the
same time roommates are only a

your surroundings is all it takes to
play it safe. Burglaries can happen
anywhere from Maher to Mission
Beach; you always need to be con
scious of what is going on around
you.
For those who have turned
21, Mission Beach offers a casual
but lively bar scene. Many USD
seniors and juniors can be found
enjoying each other's company as
well as a drink long after the sun
has set over the panoramic views
of the Pacific Ocean. Wednesdays
at Guava and Thursdays at Beach
comber kick off the weekend for
many Mission Beach residents.
On weekends, you need not
drive to enjoy the sun and surf;
you only need to open your front
door. From soccer to sunbathing
and from riding the roller coaster
to rollerblading on the boardwalk,
Mission Beach offers a variety of

daytime activities. Picnics on the
beach involve little work: pack
your sandwich, walk outside and
enjoy a lunch on the sand. If you
feel overwhelmed by the amount
of tourists on the beach,
simply lay out by the bay
and watch the sailboats
meandering through the
calmer waters.
Living at the beach has
been a positive experience so
far and I am happy I chose to live
off campus for my senior year at
USD. I lived on campus my previ
ous three years and felt it was time
for a new adventure.
Mission Beach has been just
that, an adventure. Even if you
wake up to your street flooded
from rainwater and poor drainage
or a stranger rinsing off in your
outdoor shower, Mission Beach is
sure to never disappoint.

Little Italy
GIA BALLASH
fllJFST WRITER

2400 Fifth Avenue. It has a
nice ring to it, don't you think?
I have lived off campus for
three semesters now, a choice
I made after deciding to study
abroad as a junior in Milan, Italy.
I knew it would be tricky to find
a room on campus when I came
back halfway through the year, so
instead, I packed up and headed to
Banker's Hill.
Banker's Hill lies between
Balboa Park, the Gaslamp District,
Little Italy and Hillcrest. It bor
ders four of the best spots in San
Diego, but it is not as bustling, so
it is free from bad traffic and there
is enough parking. Although the
occasional parade can cause clo
sures, the events are entirely worth
the constricted parking.
I will admit I sometimes
miss the convenience of living on
campus, but being able to experi
ence San Diego from another angle
has been amazing. Ironically, 1
have actually ended up spending
more time on main campus than
I did when I lived within walking
distance.
The drive to and from USD
only takes about 10 minutes,
which encourages me to stay on
campus from the time I arrive in
the morning until my last class in
the evening.
Without the option to run back
to my room in between breaks, I
find ways to fill the lapses in my
schedule. Whether that means
grabbing a bite at Bert's, relaxing
behind Science and Technology or
catching up on homework in the
library.
When I am not busy at school,
I am able to enjoy all the perks of
living in such a great community.
Balboa Park is one block away
from my apartment and it provides
constant free entertainment and

r?

NADIA KHAN/THE VISTA

Below: Daniel Corse and Nadia Khan hanging out in Manchester Village. Above: Entrance to Manchester.

few steps away.
In Manchester Village, I am
able to socialize but I can also have
my alone time. Living on campus
in Manchester Village has by far
been one of the best decisions I
have made in college. It allows
me to have the luxuries of living
on campus but gives me the sense
of living off campus. In my mind,
it is the best of both worlds and
helps me to live a balanced life.
Housing Sign-ups
When: 10 a.m. to 4 p.m through
April 3.
Online: sandiego.edu/residentiallife

its
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hosts events throughout the year.
In fact, there are plenty of great
festivals that I most likely would
have never heard of if I did not
live close enough to wander over
whenever boredom struck.
In a single year, I've experi
enced just about every type of fes
tival a neighborhood could offer:
from the really popular "Christmas
on the Prado" to the not-so-wellknown annual Tartan Day cele
bration—hey, when else are you
going to see kilts, bagpipes and
haggis in San Diego?; from the St.
Patrick's Day beer gardens to the
ultra-mellow music performances
geared toward members of the
older community. Once I was even
asked to take part in the making of
an indie flick being filmed a block
away from my apartment.
Banker's Hill is a prime San
Diego spot. Like I said, Balboa
Park is mere steps away, and it
is just minutes from the Gaslamp
District and Hillcrest. There's
always something to do downtown
and Hillcrest is great for visiting
used record shops and book stores.
And, of course, both boast excep
tional clubs and bars.
Arguably the best perk of all,
the tastiest—and cheapest—taco
shop that I've found in San Diego
is just a few blocks away from me.
It is far less commercialized than
Santana's or Roberto's, too. Taco
Rey is by far the best taco shack
that I have been to.
There are also fantastic coffee
shops, such as Cafe Bassam,
which is a very cool place that
serves great coffee. Along Fifth
Avenue there are boutiques, shops
and restaurants lining the street
and scattered throughout the area.
Simply put, living off campus
has presented me with an array of
adventures and discoveries. Ad
ditionally, I'm just a short drive
away from friends living all over
the city and mere minutes from
campus.

GIA BALLASHAHE VISTA

Top Left: the Plaza de Panama in Balboa Park. Top Right: Museum of Man in
Balboa Park. Above: senior Gia Ballas'n in front of her apartment complex.
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ASSOCIATED STUDENTS

Recently, the USD campus has been witness to an influx in the frequency and severity of
biased incidents and hate crimes committed against our community. In response, the
Associated Students Leadership Team has decided to take prompt action to address this
abhorrent situation.
The Mission of our university promotes the creation of a "diverse and inclusive
community," in an "atmosphere of trust, safety and respect." With this in mind, the
Associated Students Leadership Team has taken a strong stance against hate crimes and
bias incidents. A.S. will be posting banners throughout campus with the statement "USD
students do not tolerate hate." In addition, the Student Senate has commissioned a Hate
Crimes Task Force to draft policies in the effort to curb the occurrence of these crimes.
The Leadership Team calls on each and every student to join in this effort against bias
incidents and hate crimes. We encourage everyone to keep their organizations,
professors, and friends accountable. It is only through our collective action that progress
can be made at the university.
Bias incidents and hate crimes on campus affect each and every one of us, as we are all
members of the USD community. Subsequently, we are all responsible for putting an end
to these disgraceful, dangerous, and cowardly acts. Students, faculty, and administration
can take action by promoting open dialogue on the subject, encouraging peers to watch
their language, and contacting public safety in the event of another bias incident or hate
crime. This is not an exhaustive list however. There are countless avenues that one can
take to help curtail the occurrence of bias incidents and hate crimes on our campus, and
it is up to each of us to decide how we can best address this situation. If you have any
input or want to take action but do not know what to do, please contact the A.S. office.
While progress will be made through collective action, a successful collaborative
movement is dependent on the individual effort of all. That is why it is crucial for
everyone to do their part to make USD a more safe, open, and inclusive campus, and
worthy of its noble mission.
/j

Sydrtey McRae
President

Anthony Kang
VP Multicultural Relations

Eric Waldstein
VP Student Issues
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yle Stewart
VP Finance

Chris Liepman
VP Programming

mdrew Woodbury
VP Marketing

Alejandro Cervantes
VP Student Orgs

Alex Owen
VP Academics

ARTS & CULTURE
i KAITLIN PERRY
\&C FPITOR
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A&C Editor: Kaitlin Perry
kperry@usdvista.com

Daniel Corse: Student sculptor and photographer
CHRISTINA WOODWARD

all 1.

Thievery
Corp.
Last week I lost the one
thing, besides my iPod, that
meant the most to me: my
brand new leather jacket with
a hood. It was a very special
gift from my mom and a very
inconsiderate person thought
it would be okay to take it and
deny taking it and then not give
it back. Not only was it very ex
pensive, it was something that I
had been thinking about getting
every day since I first saw it in
September. That same day (St.
Patrick's Day to be specific),
someone stole my pink flash
drive that had my art project on
it.
I'm definitely not a mate
rialistic person who's obsessed
with image. I wear leggings
most of the time and the same
cardigan and some basic flip
flops from Old Navy.
I don't really get to treat
myself to cool clothes anymore
since my work hours got cut
down a lot. So when my mom
bought me that jacket as a gift
on my last day of spring break,
I felt cool again. And warm.
What's hard for me to un
derstand is how someone could
see a person wearing something
all night, and then swoop on it
once they go to bed, and not
feel bad. I feel bad if I borrow
someone's pen and forget to
give it back to them.
Does the thief that took ad
vantage of my sleepy state have
no sense of guilt? And does my
small jacket even fit them? Was
it even a girl?
I've been hearing a lot
about stealing recently. I be
lieve some beezies broke into
Manchester and stole electron
ics last week. My friend's back
pack got stolen.
But what comes with the
stealing of objects is the steal
ing of a peaceful state of mind.
Ever since I realized my jacket
was gone I've been on edge. I
never really expect something
like that to get stolen, you
know? Especially when I had
gotten it four days before it was
taken.
I'm hoping this column
will serve as a "lost" ad, like the
posters people put up for their
missing loved ones. I really do
love that jacket. And I really do
miss being warm. And I really
don't have money to shell out to
buy a new one, especially since
I got my first speeding ticket on
Saturday night and, again, kind
of don't have a job anymore.
So, if you happen to have a
hooded leather jacket that you
took off someone's couch and
did not buy at a store, can I have
it back? I'm cold and broke.
On the bright side, my iPod
that was on the coffee table in
the same house was not stolen.
That makes the person who
stole my jacket even dumber
than originally thought. My
iPod is a treasure-trove of sick
beats.

STAFF WRITFR

Bom and raised in Philadel
phia, Penn., Daniel Corse always
knew he was going to be an artist.
His favorite subject and class has
been art since middle school, and
in high school he was one of the
few students who took AP studio
art. It was that class in particular
that made him decide to pursue
an art major in college. He wasn't
sure what kind of art he wanted
to create, so he chose a university
with a broad art program: USD.
Corse dabbled in many art
classes during his first few years
at USD, but was most inspired by
sculpture and photography. Corse
says that he enjoys both forms of
art because they call more for in
terpretation from the viewer rather
than the artist.
"I'm drawn to the way a
photograph objectifies an experi
ence," Corse said. The process of
creating a print "instantly turns a
moment into a physical object that
lasts forever."
Corse tries to create art that
the viewer experiences rather than
simply observes. To Corse, sculp
ture is all about "interaction with
the viewer and how the sculpture
imposes a presence." His sculp
tures have a lot to do with the idea
of balance in order to make the
viewer nervous or anxious when
they approach the piece.
For one of his projects, Corse
sculpted a 6 foot tall concrete
pillar on a 10 degree angle lean,

boy
a photographic exhibition
- daniel corse
r©« A.

so it would look like the pillar was
going to fall on top of the viewer
as they approached it. "It was neat
to see the reaction and interaction
the viewers had to my piece. I like
to create an experience for the
viewers," Corse said.
For his senior thesis,Corse has
decided to print 14 photographs
and display them in pairs. He has
photographed seven people and
seven objects and will pair each
person with an object. Although
the objects have no relationship
with the person they are paired

with, he wants viewers to create
some kind of relationship or story
on their own.
"Viewers will find
mean
ing in the pairs regardless of the
photographer's intentions for the
photos," Corse said. Corse's thesis
allows for creative thinking on the
viewer's behalf, yet he is interest
ed in the power he has in regards
to what they interpret.
His biggest mentors through
the arduous project were profes
sors Andy Cross and Duncan McCrosker and his advisor Allison

Wiese, who he says have all given
him great insight and have pushed
him to be the artist he is now. In
10 years, Corse sees himself as a
feature photographer for National
Geographic, where he can pursue
his career in photography while
traveling the world.
Corse's work will be dis
played March 30 through April 3
in the Sacred Heart Gallery. There
will be a reception in the gallery
on April 3 from 6 to 9 p.m., where
Corse will be available to answer
any questions.

Rapper T.I. brings his show to S.D.
Kaitlin and Ryan's "Road to Redemption"
KAITLIN PERRY
RYAN PLOURDE
A&C FPITOR & OPINION FPITOR

Kaitlin Perry: Hey Ryan, I just
got free tickets to seeT.I. on Tues
day. Wanna go?
Ryan Plourde: Uh, is the Pope
Catholic?
KP: What's a pope?
RP: (Sigh) I was trying to say yes
in a creative way.
KP: Oh, well cool then, we're
gonna see T.I.
RP: Seriously though, the Pope?
Clifford "T.I." Harris, who is
due to serve a 6-30 year sentence
on illegal weapons charges later
this month, played his last show in
California at the San Diego Sports
Arena last Tuesday, St. Patrick's
Day. The Vista's own Kaitlin Perry
and Ryan Plourde, decked out in
green and ready to rage, were in
attendance.
KP: Ryan, remember at his show
when T.I. said that he was an OG
(Original Gangsta), and that he
was sure there were plenty of other
OGs in San Diego?
RP: Yeah, I think that was just
before that old, white guy decked
out in the Ed Hardy hat and shirt
started doing the Carlton to "You
Don't Know Me."
KP: Well, do you think for the rest
of the day you could refer to me
as OG?
RP: Really? Are you really an
OG?
OG: Hell yeah.

RP: Um, okay 5-foot, 100-pound
white girl. I now dub you OG.
OG: Recognize.
RP: OG, who the French toast was
that DJ playing when we first got
to the show?
OG: Some dude from Z90.3,
I don't know. I'm just mad we
missed Xzibit.
RP: Ugh, I'm sorry. My hair just
would not cooperate with me.
OG: Girl.
RP: That hurt.
OG: Anyway, at least our mystery
DJ was better than Yung LA.
RP: Who?
OG: The guy who performed right
before T.I.
RP: How can I say this nicely.
Yung LA sucked?
OG: I thought you were gonna put
it nicely.
RP: I did.
OG: At least his performance was
short.
RP: Yeah, but then we had to wait
another 45 minutes before T.I.
came on.
OG: Seriously, what was that all
about?
RP: I was really excited when
Z90.3's Big Boi finally came out
to introduce him.
OG: I know, and then the lights
went down and out came that fine
piece of man.
RP: Yeah he is.
OG: What?
RP: Nothing. I didn't really recog
nize that first song, though.
OG: It's probably from his new
album.
RP: All I know is I lost it when
"Rubber Band Man" came on.

OG: But he only did about two
lines from that song.
RP: Still awesome though.
OG: Yeah, but I hated how he
kept interrupting the concert to tell
parts of his life story.
RP: I know, we get it, you're
going to jail, again. Just play some
music.
OG: You know what really made
me mad though?
RP: What, OG?
OG: His performance of "Dead
and Gone."
RP: What was wrong with it?
OG: First off, Justin Timberlake
was not present. Second, he kept
lowering the music during Justin's
part so that the quiet audience
could try to sing. And third, Justin
Timberlake was not present.
RP: You know what made me
really mad?
OG: What?
RP: His performance of "Live
Your Life."
OG: Why?
RP: First off, Rihanna was not
present. Second...
OG: Yeah, yeah, yeah, we get it.
You're gonna say the same thing
I did.
RP: What? No I wasn't.
OG: Fine, what were you going to
say?
RP: Okay, you got me. I was gonna
say the same thing as you.
OG: Idiot.
RP: Ouch.
OG: The worst part of the show
had to be the end.
RP: Seriously, what was up with
that?
OG: Right in the middle of "What

ever You Like" the lights came on
and the music started to fade.
RP: And people were being di
rected off the stage and T.I. just
kept rapping with no music.
OG: He finally just dropped the
microphone and left.
RP: Worst ending to a concert
ever.
OG: Apparently the Sports Arena
needed him off the stage by 11.
RP: Doesn't quite work when he
doesn't come on till 10:15.
OG: Yeah, that sucked.
RP: Despite all the crap that hap
pened I still had a lot of fun.
OG: Me too.
RP: Well, what was your favorite
part?
OG: When T.I. ripped his shirt off
in the middle of the show.
RP: Oh Kapers.
OG: What? Fine, what was your
favorite part?
RP: Uh, when T.I., um, ripped
off his shirt in the middle of the
show.
OG: What?
RP: I mean when he performed
"What You Know."
OG: Sure.
As a performer T.I. is spot
on. He maintains the energy of the
crowd by playing his most popular
tracks and never letting up on his
smooth verses and moves. The
show at the Sports Arena was
nearly seamless and, had it not
ended abruptly, would have been a
great send-off to a rapper deemed
the "Jay-Z of the South." Hope
fully T.I.'s next show in California
isn't too far off.
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MANAGING EDITOR

The Decemberlsts

"The Hazards
of Love"
"The Hazards of Love" is
The Decemberists' latest 17track foray into folk rock story
telling. "Hazards" is their fifth
album and it attempts to break
traditional barriers of music and
plays more like a continuous
fairy tale rather than a collection
of songs. I would recommend
listening to it in one sitting
before passing judgment. (Al
though it is a bit taxing to sit and
listen to the album straight for
58 minutes and 36 seconds.)
The album revolves around
a cast of characters who live
near a forest, including a woman
named Margaret and her lover
William, "a shape-shifting forest
dweller." It features love, murder
and a myriad of other plot ele
ments rarely seen in music.
This is not an album that will be
spawning many singles or catchy
Billboard hits. Rather, what's
audible is a story with charming
tracks that attempt to capture the
listener's imagination.
"The Hazards of Love" fol
lows three years after the release
of "The Crane Wife," which was
widely accepted by critics as one
of the band's best efforts and was
named the Best Album of 2006
by listeners of National Public
Radio. There are a few paral
lels, with "The Crane Wife" also
being related to a Japanese folk
tale and somewhat narrativebased.
This is not an album you can
listen to while working out or at
a party. Just like you wouldn't
drink a glass of cabernet at a
kegger (I pray that none of you
ever do), "Hazards" has its place
in the musical listen-o-sphere,
and its place is located in the
part of your day when you're in
the mood to listen to fairy tales
of shape-shifting forest dwell
ers, a forest queen and the drama
that ensues.
All kidding aside, the album
is not entirely strange shuffled
around, but it definitely has to be
listened to in order at least once
to make any sort of sense. With
this in mind, standout tracks in
clude "The Rake's Song," "Isn't
it a Lovely Night" and "The
Wanting Comes in Waves."
I applaud The December
ists' effort in making an album
that breaks traditional molds
and takes a step farther towards
weird than mainstream bands do.
"Hazards" is an enjoyable forest
romp (did I just say that?) that
might tickle your music bone and
make you wonder what exactly
a shape-shifting forest dweller is
doing dwelling in a forest.

MARISSA WINKLERAHE VISTA

Guide to starting a classic rock collection
AVERY DURNAN
STAFF WRITER

Overall, the '70s were pretty
rad. A decade bursting with energy
and passion, the youth of the gen
eration were intent on contesting
the rigid rules of society, chan
neling their passion into music
and creating the singularly amaz
ing genre of classic rock. Classic
rock, like an old friend, is always
there for you, and the choruses that
once echoed out of your parents'
walkmen decades ago remain
unchanged, thankfully. In com
memoration of the genre, I've
picked a few of my favorites. They
all have their own totally unique
sounds (there is no way you would
mistake a Grateful Dead tune as
one of Pink Floyd's).
In our contemporary era of
mixed up mash-ups, it is so re
freshing to hear real, pure musical
talent. Deviate from your normal
music routine and check out some
of the greatest bands of all time,
ones that have transcended time
with their music, as opposed to
many of the fleetingly
popular
artists of our time. Another great
thing about these songs is their
lyrics; inspiring quotes seem to be
embedded in each song, utilizing a
kind of poetic expression. While it
might not be Top 40, the sound of
classic rock nevertheless remains
appealing to many young people,
continuing to be popular with a

sizeable college population. So
rifle through your parents' old
CDs (or your hippie roommate's
iTunes) and take a listen to some
great old tunes.
The Doors: Led by notorious
wild man Jim Morrison, Los An
geles-based band The Doors were
celebrated for their cryptic lyrics
and spontaneous performances.
Despite the fact that they were
perceived by fans and contempo
raries as controversial, The Doors
gained nearly overnight success
with their breakthrough self-titled
album. The band's chemistry was
evident both on stage, where they
challenged each other musically,
and in the studio, where they re
corded many tracks on the first
take. Tragically, Morrison's hardpartying lifestyle caught up with
him when the singer died in 1971,
a mere five years after the band's
formation. Though the band tried
to continue on without him, the
music was never the same.
Must-hear album: "The Doors"
(1967)
Timeless Quote: "The time to hes
itate is through/No time to wallow
in the mire/Try now we can only
lose/And our love become a fu
neral pyre."
Pink Floyd: Psychedelic rock
was arguably pioneered by Pink
Floyd, one of the most innovative
and creative artist of the AOs era.
Their creativity was seen through
their highly philosophical lyrics,

striking album cover art and
tendencies toward sonic experi
mentation with a futuristic flavor.
One thing I personally note is
Pink Floyd's absolute mastery of
the complete album, from start to
finish, the whole thing sounds like
one extremely well punctuated
song; one long, perfectly planned
journey. While in earlier albums
the divergent styles of the three
songwriters seemed to clash, in
both "Dark Side of the Moon" and
"Wish You Were Here," the styles
finally meshed to create a sound
distinctively their own.
Must-hear album: "Dark Side of
the Moon" (1973)
Timeless Quote: "In a world we
need to share, it's not enough to
stand and stare."
Led Zeppelin: The intense, gui
tar-driven sound produced by Led
Zeppelin renders them precursors
of the first heavy metal bands, but
their music incorporates influences
genre-wide. Coupled with Robert
Plant's piercingly strong vocals,
the band's sonic description is
best left at one word: heavy. Fol
lowing their well received three
prior albums, with "Led Zeppelin
IV" the band reached huge com
mercial success, particularly with
their hit "Stairway to Heaven."
After this record, the band was
heralded as the "biggest band in
the world," and began traveling in
their personalized jet, nicknamed
"The Starship," and hosting wild
parties at rented hotels. This only

served to further their image as the
bad boys of rock 'n' roll, and they
continued to record four more
albums throughout the decade,
all the while setting attendance
records nation-wide.
Must-hear album: "Led Zeppelin
IV"(1971)
Timeless Quote: "Then as it was,
then again it will be, and though
the course will change sometimes,
rivers always reach the sea."
Rolling Stones: An Englandbased band turned international
rock stars, the Stones were driven
by the dynamic songwriting part
nership of vocalist Mick Jagger
and guitarist Keith Richards.
While the group initially did
covers of old hits, riding the 1960s
British invasion wave, they soon
hit their own stride. Their sound
then began to develop as more
blues-heavy and less typical than
its contemporaries, particularly
through effective use of the horn
and keyboard. After the release of
"Sticky Fingers," the Stones had a
string of eight consecutive albums
that charted at No. 1 in the U.S.
They worked hard to preserve
their youth, even making their
appearances intentionally scruffy
and unkempt, a trend they are still
credited with starting.
Must-hear album: "Sticky Fin
gers" (1971)
Timeless Quote: "You can't always
get what you want, but if you try
sometimes, you might find, you
get what you need."

An interview with acoustic musician Brett Dennen
KAITLIN PERRY
A&C FDITOR
Brett Dennen, a peaceful
musician from Oakdale, Calif., is
doing more than his share to help
the world become a better place.
With projects like The Mosaic
Project and Love Speaks under his
belt, as well as his positive lyrics,
Dennen promotes hope and happi
ness to fans worldwide.
Dennen
graduated
from
UC Santa Cruz with a degree in
community programming, which
helped him to form the The Mosaic
Project. The Mosaic Project is an
organization that works to give
kids hands-on skills to break down
borders and barriers of discrimi
nation by teaching them through
music.
According to the website,
brettdennen.net/mosaicproject,
there is a song for every subject
taught and each song is sung to
students around a campfire. The
CD includes "well-loved songs

about empathy, diversity, conflict
resolution and peace."
"The program now is pretty
rock solid," Dennen said. "We've
got our curriculum built in. Some
times we'll change the way we
teach something and then I'll write
another song. It's the most impor
tant thing you can do, to enrich the
life of a child and be a role model
or a mentor because obviously
children are the future."
Then there is Love Speaks,
a program that is promoted via
Dennen's website and his live
shows. Dennen describes it as a
"trademark system where I use my
music and money made from my
music and connections with bands
and concerts I've played as a way
to connect people with non-profit
organizations and charities that do
good in the world."
Alongside
his
peaceful
projects, Dennen has his peace
ful music. Dennen has three
full-length albums, 2005's "Brett
Dennen", 2006's "So Much More"

and the most recent 2008's "Hope
for the Hopeless."
Dennen's music is inspired
by the state of the world and his
songs contain various socio-politi
cal messages, which he hopes will
inspire listeners
Many perceive the world to
be in shambles these days, but
rather than lose hope, Dennen sees
possibility for change. "If things
were perfect and we were living
in a Utopia maybe it would breed
a sort of contentment. There's
beauty in tragedy. When things
get really, really bad maybe we
can start living again. It's a really
powerful time because there's a
lot of hopeful people and inspired
people," Dennen said.
Dennen will be playing a show
at House of Blues tomorrow with
support from Angus & Julia Stone.
Attendees can see Love Speaks
in action. The Life is Good Kids
Foundation will be at the venue
selling T-shirts. All proceeds will
go to kids with disabilities, termi-
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Brett Dennen will be at the
House of Blues this Friday.

nal illnesses and victims of child
abuse.
Tickets for the all ages HOB
show are $15.50 and, if you've
been a longtime fan of Dennen
and know his earlier material,
some of which he doesn't often
play, check out his Twitter page to
tell him which songs you'd love to
see performed in the encore (twitter.com/brettdennen).
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- SIGHTS, TRENDS, & READS ERIN HERNANDEZ
STAFF WRITFR

SAM SHOREY

STAFF WRITFR

Fashion Weekly

"Hotel on

Utilitarianism

the Corner of

Admit it. You slept through
that lecture on Jeremy Benthem.
You barely passed ethics and John
Stuart Mill has no meaning to you
unless the host of the Daily Show
got a civil union and hyphenated
his last name.
It's ironic that a theory that
is ultimately based on being most
useful seems so, well, esoteric.
But leave it to American Apparel
to clarify philosophy and func
tionality
Utilitarianism seeks to maxi
mize happiness and pleasure for
the maximum amount of people
possible. The Utilitarianism Fash
ion Movement sought to apply
concept to style; getting maximum
happiness and use out of each gar
ment.
According to Fred Davis in
"Fashion, Culture and Identity,"
the Fashion Utilitarians wanted to
be liberated from the "the waste
fulness, frivolity, impracticality,
and vanity associated with fash
ion."
It was, above all, an AntiFashion movement which defined
itself in terms of opposition to the
transient ways of modern styles.
Fashion Utilitarianists used
the same item in many different

CARRIE WIDDER

iAftC PFSIGNFR

Kenny Powers
Kennypowers.com
I'm about to do everyone
a little favor and dedicate this
week's column to a new television
show out there in the land of HBO
that you may or may not have
heard of; "Eastbound & Down."
For those familiar, kudos; come
find me and we'll exchange Kenny
Power-isms and recite our favorite
Stevie Janowski quotes. For those
of you who haven't, I'll give a
brief synopsis, history and why
you need to stop studying imme
diately and watch this Will Ferrell
masterpiece.
Alright, so "masterpiece" may
be a far stretch for the crude and
bawdy humor apparent in every
episode. But by all accounts,
this does have the fingerprints of
the former SNL alum all over it,
making it definite comedic gold.
"Eastbound and Down" is a

Bitter and Sweet"
by Jamie Ford
It is 1986 and Henry Lee
finds himself adrift in a con
stantly changing world. Mournj ing the recent passing of his
wife, he spends his days in idle
monotony.
With the reopening of the
Panama Hotel (now under new
ownership) comes the finding
AMERICAN APPAREL
"FASHION, CULTURE AND IDENTITY"
of old and seemingly forgotten
American Apparel (Left) bears similar contrast to the Utilitarianism Fashion Movement (Right).
possessions of Japanese families,
hidden away in the hotel's base
ment during the time of intern
ways, emphasizing efficiency and scensters (who so aren't part of the terfly net.
ease. Davis describes their items fashion scene. There's that thing
According to Kevin Timpe, ment camps, forcing Henry to
assistant professor at USD, "It's relive his memories of the events
as "very simply styled, usually called irony again.)
loose-fitting, single-color garments
American Apparel can be not surprising that, of the three of 1942.
At 12 years old, he has ac
(separate tops, tunics leggings, termed the first truly success major ethical traditions, fashion
customed himself to a life of
jumpsuits)." Sound familiar?
ful utilitarian fashion line. Early turns to utilitarianism. Deontology
If this brought images of Chanel emphasized simplicity is about what is universalizable, silence and solitude. His parents,
brightly colored basics dancing and durability, one of the many and what fashionista wants to Chinese immigrants who struggle
with their limited knowledge of
through your head to the tune of reasons it has remained a fashion wear what everyone else is wear
the English language, insist that
ing? And while vice can certainly
Sebastian Tellier, you're not alone. "classic."
It's fitting that the ultimate antiHarriet Selwyn introduced a sell fashion, virtue is rather dull. he speak only "American."
His father proudly tells ev
brand is the apex of anti-fashion.
simple separates line in the 1980s, So utilitarianism it is, almost by
eryone in Chinatown of Henry's
Their ad campaigns feature but American Apparel gets the default."
acceptance into the predomi
Whatever school of fashion
semi-real looking people shot in award for Ultimate Utilitarian.
nately white Ranier Elementary,
ways that leave out collagen and They have a dress you can wear philosophy you subscribe to there
where he suffers from bullies and
Photoshop, and leave in forehead over 15 ways and a piece of fabric is something to be learned from
the glares of students who con
sweat and awkwardness. It's a that is a circle scarf-skirt-dress- American Apparel and the Utili
sider him to be the enemy.
favorite of basic-babes to stylish- head covering-sleeping bag-but tarians. Keep it simple.
Henry is left with no friends
and no one with whom he can
six-episode series about washed- of HBO. If all of the above is not
speak - that is until the arrival of
up major league baseball star, your style, you're just not going
Keiko, a young Japanese-Amer
Kenny Powers (portrayed by to like this show at all. I person
ican girl who transferred to his
Danny McBride; known by many ally probably would never have
school. Their quickly developing
as the guy who proclaimed, "thug even known about it if my older
friendship is put on hold when
life," in the stoner-flick "Pineapple brother and his roommates hadn't
the American government begins
Express"), who has moved back to practically forced me to watch it.
to arrest all persons of Japanese
his hometown of North Carolina, In retrospect, thank you.
heritage no matter their social
Will Ferrell makes a few
and becomes a P.E. teacher at his
standing.
cameos as Ashley Schaeffer, the
former middle school.
Jamie Ford (of ChineseKenny Powers is the quint owner of Schaeffer BMW, and
American descent himself) pres
essential stereotype of a redneck the banter between Ferrell and
ents an exploration of the events
who whole-heartedly believes he McBride is off the charts. It's so
and prejudices of WWII in his
is still number one and that he apparent that much of this show
deb.ut novel "Hotel on the Corner
is well on his way back into the is improvisation, and particularly
of Bitter and Sweet." The book
majors. This point is made further in these scenes, there is no hold
gives a poignant portrayal of
when scenes show Kenny listening ing back. The humor of Ferrell
friendship, divided loyalties and
to his motivational self-help book- typically turns me off somewhat,
courage.
on-tape, "You're F***ing Out, but with "Eastbound and Down,"
Henry's memories offer a
I'm F***ing In," filled with such I think he's really found his niche,
perusal of his relationships show
KENNYP0WERS.C0M
gems like, "I've been blessed with both as a producer of and an actor
ing glimpses of his first love, the
Danny McBride stars as Kenny
many things in this life - an arm within the series.
conflicting feelings of detach
You're probably thinking, Powers.
like a damn rocket, a cock like a
ment and obligation towards
Burmese python and the mind of "What does this have to do with a
his parents and his camaraderie
a f***in' scientist. So people often website?" Well, I've enjoyed this to say he has never once drunk a
with a black saxophone player of
ask me, 'Kenny, what are your show so much that to my surprise glass of water." Download his free
whom his parents would surely
weaknesses - do you have any?' and delight, I have discovered the trading cards, join his fan club and
disapprove if they knew.
1 would say that my biggest flaw, Kenny Powers website. Simply then make your way over to the
Ford's
protagonist
has
my Achilles heel, is my tireless make your way to kennypowers. official HBO page, where there
become slightly resentful from
com, and enjoy the ridiculousness are even more e-cards, videos and
work ethic."
the losses he has suffered, but
This show is not for someone that is Powers' website. There are "powerisms."
still sweetly remembers the thrill
So in the words of Stevie and excitement of sneaking out
who is unable to handle an exces quotes all over the page saying
sive amount of cussing, derogatory things like, "The best part of being Janowski, "Don't be crazy, don't
to an underground Jazz club to
comments and politically incorrect Kenny Powers is being Kenny be lazy. Hire Kenny Powers." Or
listen to Oscar Holden perform
jokes. Chalk it up to the beauty Powers." Or, "Kenny is proud in this case, watch him.
live.
His recollections show how
fear and paranoia take control
of people, revealing the cruel,
uncaring callousness in individu
als. The book's anecdotes of a
Chinese-American boy discover
ing Japantown with his friend by
Bfllk
M
his side in a secret defiance of his
m
parents' wishes leaves the reader
with a warm sense of nostalgia
for the adventures of childhood.
As the title blatantly hints,
"Diary
of
Alicia
Keys"
by
Alicia
Keys
"Black Album" by Jay Z
"2001" by Dr. Dre
the author's goal of describing
the story of this middle-aged
man caught between the present
Matt
West'
10
Marcus Greer '10
Paul Thompson '10
and past imparts the sense of a
Business Major
bittersweet taste.
Finance Major
Comm Major

What's your favorite album of all time?
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"Danse Macabre" by The Faint

Sam Reeder '09
Finance Major
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Students and
locals enjoy
South
Mission's
Coffee Break
LIZ BUCKLEY
FDITOR IN CH1FF

Recently 1 have realized that
my mood and level of efficiency
depends on whether or not I have
had my first cup of coffee in the
morning. Nothing fancy — all 1
need is a black coffee with nonfat
milk to get me going.
Mission Beach, with all of
its kitschy stores, dive bars and
restaurants has always been lack
ing one important spot: a coffee
shop.
Imagine my shock and hap
piness when 1 see that next to the
laundromat and across from the
Pennant there is a new establish
ment open for business: Mission
Beach Coffee Break. .
The lemon-yellow exterior
and tables and chairs outside of
the shop are inviting; curious, I
venture inside, and am greeted
with an equally friendly interior.
A bench crafted out of two
surfboards immediately catches
my eye. I strike up a conversa
tion with an employee and good
friend of the owner, who proudly
tells me that local artisans helped
decorate the shop, including the
surfboard bench.
To the right of the register,
framed photographs of Mission
and Pacific Beach line the wall.
Colorful and emblematic of the
beauty of San Diego, they are
captivating and add to the lowkey, surfer vibe.
It is small, but cozy. Two
armchairs look out over Mission
Boulevard and catch sunbeams
from the windows. A few tables
and barstools are available for
those who like to linger over their
drink. Free wireless Internet is
also available, a definite plus.
The menu is simple, with the
main attraction the three options
of regular coffee on the counter:
Mexican organic, house dark and
Kona. I try the house dark and
am pleased. Granted, I am not
particular, but it has a full flavor
and a kick that I enjoy.
Mission Beach Coffee Break
offers pastries delivered daily
from a bakery in La Jolla. Spe
cial drinks include a pumpkin
spice latte and apple cider, warm
or cold.
Only open for six months.
Coffee Break is well on its way to
becoming a neighborhood staple.
Clean and available to the com
munity, the shop has become one
of my favorite spots to frequent,
whether to grab a cup on my way
out or sit and chill for a while.

Skip the flight and dine at La Jolla's Aloha Sushi
JULIE WALSH
STAFF WRITER

If you are looking for a tropi
cal getaway without the huge price
tag, step into Aloha Sushi. Venture
off the beaten path of downtown
La Jolla and search for the little
nook that Aloha Sushi calls home.
They fuse Hawaiian flavors with
Japanese sushi rolls creating a
unique combo of fixings worthy
enough to savor.
Aloha offers a relaxed and
casual dining experience with a
tropical flare. When you first walk
up to the restaurant, you may be
reeled into the thought of paradise
on a tropical island with the sounds
of Bob Marley or the classic "50
First Dates" soundtrack.
Don't fight it, embrace it; sit
outside amongst the tropical flow
ers and get yourself a fresh brewed
tropical iced tea.
Aloha Sushi is a converted
house with plenty of seating avail
able on its front porch. They have
a great outdoor space with several
tables shaded by big, red umbrel
las. There are tables inside, or if
you are not into the traditional
seating arrangement, sit at the
sushi bar and watch the chefs
create their masterpieces.
I guarantee you will have
difficulties deciding which tan
talizing sushi concoction or Ha
waiian classic would best fancy
your taste buds. Aloha serves up
Hawaiian and Japanese starters,
soups, salads, skewers, noodles,
grill plates and where most of the
fusion goes down, their sushi rolls.
One up the old California roll and
try an innnovative Hawaiian in
fused sushi roll.
They use the traditional Japa
nese sushi format but incorporate

YELP.COM

Aloha Sushi diners chow down on their favorite rolls in the La Jolla hotspot.

Hawaiian flavors,
like coconut
and various tropical fruits.
If you are not all that adven
turous in the food department, do
not fret. Aloha Sushi also has a
variety of traditional rolls, veggie
rolls, hand rolls and sashimi. If the
thought of raw fish makes your
stomach scream, there are also a
variety of grill plates from chicken
katsu and garlic beef to coconut
shrimp and shredded pork dishes.
This is a perfect place for a group
with a variety of taste buds.
The hardships do not end with
decision making. Shield your eyes
when the waitress comes out with
your plate. The presentations of
their dishes are so well put togeth

4 p.m. - 8 p.m.
Fri.-Sun.6a.m.-5 p.m.

an egg roll.
On Mondays they serve a
select 10 specialty rolls for halfprice. On Thursdays they offer a
student special from 5 p.m. to 9:30
p.m.: half-price cocktails, and if
you buy one specialty roll, you get
the second half off.
Aloha Sushi
Where: 7731 Fay Avenue, La Jolla
Hours: Mon.-Thur. 11 a.m.-3 p.m.

Mon. - Thur. 5 p.m.-9:30 p.m.
Fri. - Sun. 11 a.m.-5p.m.
Fri. - Sat. 5 p.m.-10 p.m.
Sun. 5 p.m.-9:30 p.m.
Phone: 858.551.5000
Online: alohasushi.net

DIEGO

March 28

March 26
Justin Nozuka with Jim Hitchins
8 p.m. 21+ $15/Adv, $17/DOS

TheTailchasers
4 p.m. 21+ $5

Belly Up, 143 Cedros Ave
bellyup.com

Belly Up, 143 Cedros Ave
bellyup.com

A Scribe Amidst the Lions, Endoxi and guests
8 p.m. 21+ $6

Candlebox, Royal Bliss, Jet Black Stare
8 p.m. 21+$25

Canes Bar & Grill, 3105 Ocean Front Walk
canesbarandgrill.com

Canes Bar & Grill, 3105 Ocean Front Walk
canesbarandgrill.com

New Found Glory w/ Bayside and guests
7 p.m. All Ages, $19 - $22.50

Atomic Punks and Steel Rod
9 p.m. 21+ $16/Adv, S18/DOS
Belly Up, 143 Cedros Ave
bellyup.com

Flouse of Blues, 1055 Fifth Avenue
hob.com

March 27
Elijah Emanuel and the Revelations
9 p.m. All Ages, $12/Adv, $14/DOS
Belly Up, 143 Cedros Ave
bellyup.com
Stranger, Mike Pinto & Project Out of Bounds

Saturday Night at Aromas: Christian Garcia
9 p.m. FREE
Aromas Coffeehouse, Maher

The AP Tour featuring 30HI3, Family Force Five &The
Maine with Hit The Lights & A Rocket to the Moon
7 p.m. All Ages, $12.50-$15.50
House of Blues, 1055 Fifth Avenue
hob.com

March 30
Less Than Jake, The Expendables & The Flatliners
8 p.m. 21+ $20
Canes Bar & Grill, 3105 Ocean Front Walk
canesbarandgrill.com
Sing It Loud, The Morning Light, The Friday Night
Boys, Artist Vs. Poet, The Summer Set
7 p.m. All Ages, $8/Adv, $10 at door
Epicentre, 8450 Mira Mesa Boulevard
eventful.com

April 1

sandiego.edu/weekends
The Paddle Boat
7 p.m. All Ages, FREE
Citizen Video, 2207 Fern Street
citizen-video.com

9 p.m. 21+ $10/$12
Canes Bar & Grill, 3105 Ocean Front Walk

March 29

canesbarandgrill.com

Mission Beach Coffee Break
Where: 2888 Mission Boulevard
Hours: Mon. - Thur. 6 a.m. -1 p.m.

er and the garnishes and sauces
add that dash of color every plate
is searching for. The sushi rolls are
served on a big leaf and it's all so
pretty that it makes it hard to eat,
but if you are like me, you will
get over it pretty quickly after you
take the first bite!.
If you could eat sushi until the
day is long, now is your chance.
On Wednesdays they have an allyou-can-eat scaled-down menu
with a variety of popular dishes
to choose from for $28. Also, they
have daily lunch specials from 11
a.m. to 4 p.m.: With your choice
of entree you get your choice of
steamed rice (regular or garlic),
salad or macaroni salad, soup and

Brett Dennen with Angus & Julia Stone

JJ Cale, The Roll On Tour, Pieta Brown

8 p.m. All Ages, $15.50 -$17.50

8 p.m. $31/Adv, S33/DOS

House of Blues, 1055 Fifth Avenue

Belly Up, 143 Cedros Ave

hob.com

bellyup.com

Alesana, Drop Dead Gorgeous and guests

BioHazard, Canobliss, One Inch Punch, Sunday Girl

6:30 p.m. All Ages, $12/Adv
Soma, 3350 Sports Arena Boulevard

8 p.m. 21+ $18/$20
Canes Bar & Grill, 3105 Ocean Front Walk

somasandiego.com

canesbarandgrill com

Wirepony with The Exfriends and AM Vibe
8 p.m. 21+$8
Belly Up, 143 Cedros Ave
bellyup.com
Lily Allen with Natalie Portman's Shaved Head
8 p.m. 21+$22.50-$32.50
House of Blues, 1055 Fifth Avenue
hob.com

If there is anything you would like to add to the calen
dar, please contact MKastner@usdvista.com.
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RAY AYALA

Women's tennis struggles against Mississippi

SPORTS FDITOR |

HALLIE HUSTON
STAFF WRITFR

True Team USA
not in WBC
In the midst of March
Madness, I decided to sneak in
a little WBC baseball over the
past weekend. The World Base
ball Classic is a relatively new
tournament that began in 2006.
Baseball has evolved as a major
sport around the world and
Major League Baseball wanted
to give teams from around the
globe a chance to showcase
their skills. The tournament
features preliminary games
in countries including Japan,
Mexico, Canada and Puerto
Rico. The semi-finals and finals
are played in the United States.
I did not expect to get too
excited about this tournament.
I had the opportunity this year
to watch more games since the
MLB channel was showing
many of the games. I barely
watched the early rounds, but
I remember watching a game,
which featured some no-name
Cuban pitcher who could throw
98 MPH fastballs versus a
pitcher from Japan, who is con
sidered the next big Japanese
baseball player. Though I did
not know many players on the
field, besides Ichiro Suzuki and
Kosuke Fokudome, I enjoyed
watching these no-name play
ers turn great double plays and
hit towering home runs.
On Monday, the U.S. base
ball team got outhit by a much
more in sync Japanese baseball
team. Watching the Japanese
players' patience both in the
batter's box and on the baseball
field was almost like synchro
nized swimming. Now before
I go bashing the United States'
efforts, 1 will give this group
credit, they did better than
expected. I mean at least the
Netherlands did not eliminate
the United States.
The United States' loss is
due to the fact that they could
have fielded a better team. In
stead of Lance Berkman filling
in at first base for the injured
Derek Lee, the United States
was forced to use Mark DeRosa
at the position. Finally the fact
that young players such as
Grady Sizemore,Tim Lincecum
and Carlos Quentin did not play
bothers me. They all have com
mitments to other clubs, but this
championship should be more
valued than it is currently.
Even in the 2002 World
Cup, the U.S. soccer team
almost beat Germany to ad
vance to the semi-finals of the
World Cup.
Baseball is a sport where
we have to admit that we are not
currently the best, but we could
be. We have some of the best
players in the world, but with
this current team representing
our country, it will be hard to
consistently defeat the likes of
Japan, Korea or Cuba. Until the
best players in the United States
step up to represent their coun
try in this tournament, we will
never know what Team USA is
capable of.

MARISSA WINKLER/THE VISTA

Junior Justine Perl played very well against Texas Tech, winning a
double match with partner freshman Marite Raygada. Perl has pri
marily played in doubles matches this year, which is her strong suit.

The University of San Diego
women's tennis team is currently
ranked 48th in the nation. This past
week they competed in the 2009
Barnes Collegiate Invitational.
The tournament started on March
18 and the lady Toreros, seated at
the No. 1 spot, competed against
Texas Arlington. They won all
three doubles matches. Following
doubles play, Juliette Coupez, Samantha Mouiy, Tammy Kevey and
Maria Raygada all were victorious
in their singles matches that took
place after.
"Winning the first match was
a great match to win because all
of the doubles were really close
in scores. Winning doubles is very
important because it helps with the
singles matches." Kevey said. "It
was a great way to start the tourna
ment off with a win right from the
get go!"
On March 19, the Toreros
faced Mississippi, the fourth seed
in the tournament and always a
fierce competitor, while Utah and
Texas Tech faced off in the second
semifinal. The Toreros couldn't
come out with a win against Mis
sissippi and lost 5-2 in the semi
final match. Mississippi's doubles
players worked well together and
the Toreros couldn't sneak one
past them.
"Mississippi had a very strong
team today. Their doubles per
formed very well and were on top
of their game. We played without
Maja, who is one of our stronger
players. There was a moment in
the match were if we would have
gotten a double point, which is the
most important point in the set, it
would have changed the whole dy
namics of the match, even playing
without Maja," Kevey said.
The Toreros put the loss

behind them and were ready to
battle for Friday's match at home.
In the other bracket Utah beat
Texas Tech, 4-3. The University
of San Diego hosted Texas Tech
and Mississippi at the West Tennis
Courts on Friday for the final
match. The Toreros played for
third and fourth place and ended
up taking third in the tournament
beating Texas Tech 6-1.
San Diego captured the dou
bles points with Kevey and fresh
man Maja Sujica, sweeping with
an 8-1 victory. Justine Perl and
Marite Raygada went to work and
won 8-4. Junior Samantha Mouly
and freshman Juliette Coupez
were also victorious. The lady To
reros won five out of six matches.
They were on top of their games,
playing really well as a team, and
supporting each other constantly.
Raygada played her heart out
on Friday afternoon, she was un
beaten for the day and raised the
level of play for the Toreros. She
earned her 12th win for the season
and is looking to go 13-0 when
she is matched up against the
University of Southern California
Trojans.
The Trojans captured their
12th win for the 2009 season with
a 6-1 victory over Pepperdine Uni
versity. The Pepperdine Waves are
12-2 for the season. USD is look
ing for their 10th win of the 2009
season when they compete against
the No. 10 in the nation USC on
March 24.
"We have nothing to lose, I
couldn't play against them last
year because I was injured. So, I
am very excited and ready to com
pete!" Kevey said.
The lady Toreros are hosting
a home match against the Trojans,
who are ranked in the tennis top
ten. The Toreros will rely on their
recently solid play to gain a much
needed upset win.

Baseball helps give coach Hill win number 700
JEN MELLO
STAFF WRITFR

The University of San Diego
baseball team posted a win against
Brown University Saturday after
noon to give coach Rich Hill his
700th career win. This victory
added to the Toreros' season-high
five-game winning streak and im
proved their record to 14-9 over
all.
The Toreros were on fire,
as they slugged 13 hits and three
home runs to help them get the
win. With the loss, Brown falls
to a 1-7 overall record with a sixgame losing streak.
In the first inning of the game,
USD tallied two runs on two hits
on a walk from Sean Nicol. Zach
Walters followed right behind
Nicol with a single to right field.
An error on the play by the Bears'
right fielder advanced Walters to
second and moved Nicol to third.
The Toreros didn't stop there.
After a ground out to the short stop
by Victor Sanchez, James Meador
slammed a ball to left center field
to bring in two runners and give
USD a 2-0 lead.
Hill's team wasted no time

in adding to their score as they
drove in five more runs in the third
inning. Nicol and Engell started
off the big inning with back-toback singles. Walters then hit an
RBI single to right center fielder
to drive in Nicol. On a wild pitch
by the Bears, Walter and Engell
each advanced one base. Sanchez
added to the momentum with a
ground out to the shortstop driv
ing in Engell, and Walter scored
off a double to center field from
Meador.
A steal to third from Meador
followed by an error from the
catcher advanced him home,
giving USD a 4-0 lead. Brian
Farris then hit his first collegiate
home run over the center field
fence to increase the Toreros' lead
to seven.
The Bears would not get shut
out. In the top of the fourth inning,
Matt Nuzzo fired back on a runscoring triple to put Brown on the
board. The Toreros put the game
out of reach in the same inning
with three runs. Nicol and Sanchez
would each hit home runs to help
the Toreros increase their lead to
nine.
USD added one more run in
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Senior Sean Nicol is one of the most experienced players on the
team and is currently leading the team with a .402 batting average.

the fifth inning, while Brown tal
lied four runs in the sixth and sev
enth inning to end the scoring and
put the game at its final of 11 -5.
On the mound for his first
collegiate start was the Toreros'
AJ Griffin who allowed one run
on four hits and struck out five in
five innings. Allowing 11 runs on

13 hits in five innings of work was
the Bears' Will Weidig.
The Toreros' five-game win
ning steak came to an end with a
9-8 loss Sunday afternoon against
Brown. The Bears scored two runs
in the top of the ninth inning to get
the victory in a non-conference
game at Cunningham Stadium.
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Rugby's winning streak is snapped by undefeated ASU
Toreros drop a tough game, but still look to gain Division II eligibility
RYAN SIDHOO

STAFF WRITFR

The Toreros rugby team has
one more chance to prove they are
worthy of playing in Division 11 as
opposed to Division III after a loss
at Arizona State last Saturday.
The Toreros lost 27-7 as ASU
pulled away in the last 20 minutes
of the game. The Toreros were
only down one at halftime but
could not overcome the undefeat
ed Sun Devils in the second half.
Now the Toreros play one
more game to decide what division
they will compete in next year as
the bottom two teams in each divi
sion can be challenged at the end
of every year by the top two teams
in the lower division. The Toreros
will face the second best team in
the division three standings, but
who they play is still undecided.
Sophomore Pat Kenny was
disappointed with the loss to
ASU.
"ASU is undefeated, our
future was hanging in the balance,
their perfect season is on the line,
seemed like the perfect story line
to go in there and upset them.
Now we have one more game to
prove we are a division two level
school," Kenny said.
The Toreros were riding a
two game win streak and hoped to

USDRUGBY.COM

The men's rugby team prepares to kickoff. The team is trying to gain Division II standing this season.
harness the momentum after a big
win over Loyola Marymount.
"Loyola is a very good team,
and we were coming off three
close losses in a row. We got down
early but rallied back and finally

ended the game the right way. It
was coach Jim's first win with
the team and for many of the new
players," Kenny said.
First year head coach Jim
Wilson, who was an assistant at

San Diego State, has taken over
from Grant Ford. The decision
was made by the team who col
lectively pays their head coach.
First year player Jon Dalmau
feels Wilson has helped him un-

derstand the game which has let
Dalmau smoothly transition from
football to rugby.
"We were lucky enough to
get his experience and he brought
us back to the basics and really
helped the new guys like me get
a feel for the game," Dalmau said.
"Hopefully coach Jim will be able
to help the program for many
years to come."
Learning the basics of the
game has been key for the Toreros
this season as they have started
eight freshmen throughout the year
and have many new players with
little experience like Dalmau.
For a veteran player like
Kenny, going over the basics can
sometimes be repetitive, but he
is aware it is for the growth and
development of the team.
"Since we are a young team,
we can keep the core together and
over the next few years, we can
bring USD rugby back to the Di
vision I level," Kenny said. "To do
this we would have to win at Divi
sion II and challenge the bottom
teams in Division I for their spot.
So my goal I want to accomplish
before 1 graduate is to get USD
rugby back to that elite level."
This Saturday the Toreros will
play a TB A opponent to determine
whether they will begin the season
in Division III again.

Men's golf
finishes busy week with
fourth place finish
MATT THOMPSON
STAFF WRITFR
After last weekend's play in
the 2009 Barona Collegiate Cup,
the USD golfers sat in fourth place
following San Diego State, New
Mexico State and Colorado State.
With one round left to play their
6-under 714 total trailed first place
San Diego State by 17 strokes.
The Toreros were led by Blake
Trimble who was tied for first after
shooting a 69 in round one and a
68 in round two. Also playing well
for the Toreros was Jason Shano
who was tied for sixth place after
shooting a 70 in round one and a
69 in round two.
Other Toreros competing in
the tournament included freshman
Alex Ching, senior Darrin Hall,
graduate student Ian Coffman and
sophomore Gunner Wiebe.
On Tuesday the final round
ended with the Toreros holding on
to fourth place, ending with a total
of 1076. The Toreros were beat
out by Colorado State (1051), who
took first; San Diego State (1057),
who took second and New Mexico
(1069), who took third. Leading
the Toreros to their fourth place
finish was senior Trimble who
shot a final round of 73 placing
him fifth overall with a 210.
The tournament was won by
Dustin Morris of Colorado State
who shot a final round score of
66 giving him a three day total of
203 and helping him beat out New
Mexico's Steve Saunders by three
strokes. The best card turned in on
Tuesday by a Torero belonged to

Ching who shot a final round 69
moving him up 12 spots in the
tournament. He finished tied for
11th place with a total of 215.
His teammate sophomore Shano
joined him in 11 th place after
shooting a final round 76. As for
the rest of the Toreros, in the final
round Wiebe shot a 71, Coffman
shot a 73 and Hall finished with a
223.
Next up for the Toreros is the
Callaway Collegiate Match Play
Championship at The Farms Golf
Club in Rancho Santa Fe, which
USD is co-hosting. There are 16
teams participating in the tour
nament including Chattanooga,
Duke, San Diego State, UC Irvine,
Alabama, Indiana, San Diego,
Texas Tech, Florida State, Stan
ford, Texas A&M, UCLA, Ari
zona State, Charlotte, Louisville
and Middle Tennessee. The tour
nament starts on March 22 with
a shotgun start of two medal play
rounds. The tournament continues
with three rounds of match play
through March 24. The top eight
teams from medal play will ad
vance to the championship bracket
while the bottom eight will play in
the consolation bracket.
After the medal play was fin
ished, San Diego narrowly missed
competing in the championship
bracket. Earning the number one
seed was Indiana who shot a six
under 282. Shooting well for
the Toreros were Coffmann and
Ching. They will have to continue
to play well as the Toreros face off
against UC Irvine in the Consola
tion Bracket.

March 26

Women's Rowing
Pac-10 Challenge

April 3

Redwood Shores, CA

Women's Tennis

TBA

Women's Tennis
vs. Oregon

vs. Boise St.
USD Tennis Courts

Women's Rowing

Eugene, OR

1:30 p.m.

Berg Cup

2 p.m.

Newport Beach, CA

March 27
Men's Baseball

TBA

March 29

vs. Pepperdine

Women's Tennis

Cuningham Field

vs. Pepperdine

3 p.m.

Malibu, CA

Women's Softball
vs. Cal State San Marcos

Men's Baseball
vs. Santa Clara
Santa Clara, CA
7 p.m.

April 4

1 p.m.

Women's Softball
vs. Sacramento State

USD Softball Complex

Men's Baseball
vs. Pepperdine

Sacramento, CA

4 p.m. and 6 p.m.

Cunningham Field

Noon and 2 p.m.

1 p.m.

March 28
Men's tennis

Men's Baseball
vs. Santa Clara

March 31

vs. Harvard

Men's Baseball

USD Tennis Courts

vs. Pepperdine

Noon

Cunningham Field
1 p.m.

Men's Baseball
vs. Pepperdine
1 p.m.

April 1

Women's Track

Women's Softball

Cunningham Field

Point Loma Invitational

vs. San Diego State

Point Loma, CA
All Day

San Diego State
6 p.m.

Santa Clara, CA
6 p.m.

Women's Rowing
San Diego Crew Classic
Mission Bay
All Day

Men's Rowing
San Diego Crew Classic
Mission Bay
All Day
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In Loving Memory of

Tom Hagedorn

Men's Tennis Head Coach

January 13,1965-March 21,2009
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BlackBerry Bold.
Fan# 2597674

Power, Speed,
i Style...
and Savings
Eligible University of San Diego
students get a
Blac
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smartp
The most elite BlackBerry smartphone on
the fastest 3G network
1

Simultaneous voice and data when
connected to 3G or Wi-Fi"
AT&T Wi-Fi Hotspots: Free AT&T Wi-Fi
access at thousands of hotspot locations
nationwide, including Starbucks
Download the latest ringtones and more
from AT&T Mall

• Built-in GPS: Supports AT&T Navigator
Global Edition with turn-by-turn navigation
in North America, Western Europe, and China
1

Global voice roaming in over 200 countries
and data roaming in over 150 countries

»*

5%

monthly service discount
on qualified wireless charges,
including BlackBerry rate plans.
Go to att.com/wireless/sandiego
Present this flyer with your Student ID
at your nearest AT&T store.

Important Information: Important Information: 3G not available in all areas. Coverage not available in all areas. Limited-time offer: Not available for purchase in all areas. Available to qualified
employees of companies and/or government agencies with a qualified AT&T business agreement ("Business Agreement"). Discounts may not be combined with any other discounts. Equipment
Promotions: Equipment discounts only available with new activation on a qualifying voice and BlackBerry data plans and with a 2-year contract. Other conditions & restrictions apply. See
contract & rate plan brochure for details. Subscriber must live & have a mailing address within AT&T's owned wireless network coverage area. Up to $36 activation fee applies. Equipment price
& avail may vary by markets & may not be available from independent retailers. Early Termination Fee: None if cancelled in the first 30 days, but up to $20 restocking fee may apply to
equipment returns; thereafter up to $175. Some agents impose additional fees. Additional software, associated services or features, hardware and/or network connections may be required.
Subject to applicable Business Agreement, Terms of Service, coverage maps and rate plan brochures. Offer subject to change. See your AT&T representative
for additional information. Solution includes software, products and related services provided by RIM, which are subject to applicable RIM terms and conditions.
BlackBerry®, RIM®, Research In Motion®,SureType®, SurePress™ and related trademarks, names and logos are the property of Research In Motion Limited and
are registered and/or used in the U.S. and countries around the world.
©2009 AT&T Intellectual Property. All rights reserved. AT&T, the AT&T logo and all other AT&T marks contained herein are trademarks
of AT&T Intellectual Property and/or AT&T affiliated companies. All other marks contained herein are the property of their respective owners.

at&t
Your world. Delivered.

